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A message from the president
A warm welcome to all our new members and thank you all – new and old – for
your continued support for DbI.
As I write this I hope that many of our members will be busy registering or
submitting their abstracts for the next DbI European Conference planned for
August next year! The doors are open for everyone wishing to participate in this
exciting conference and to benefit from what seems to be an excellent
programme and setting. I know that everyone is working very hard and
arrangements are well under way to ensure your comfort and full participation!
Security concerns have caused the postponement of the Asian conference, but
plans are in place to go ahead in another location at the beginning of 2006.
Your Management Committee had the pleasure to meet the representatives from
Senses, the organisation hosting the next world conference planned for 2007 in
Perth, Western Australia. We were all very impressed with the preparation
already underway. I will be going, with Richard, to meet the local Planning
Committee in February 2005. We will also have the opportunity to meet the wider
team of people involved in this great event and service providers in this area.
In response to our recent call for support I am happy to say that we have already
received three applications of interest to host the 2009 European conference. We
look forward to moving this forward.
We continue to have a cordial and productive relationship with the World
Federation of the Deafblind (WFDB), where we are fortunate to have a member
attending our Council meetings. And we are in the process of drawing up a
Memorandum of Understanding with the International Council for Education of
People with Visual Impairment. (ICEVI). Mike Collins is the DbI representative on
this organisation. I will be attending the WFDB General Assembly and World
Conference next year.
Networking and network development is a priority of DbI and this remains a core
activity of our recognised groups. activity of our recognised groups. We are
looking for Network co-ordinators in two established and important areas – Staff
Development and Employment. If you are interested get in touch with Anny
Koppen, her address is on the back page.
I was invited by the Nordic Staff Training Centre (NUD) to their Conference in
Iceland. Over 150 staff from the five Nordic countries came together for an
extremely stimulating and well organised conference. The Norwegian Association
of the Deafblind’s annual meeting was yet another highlight this year.
The things that remain in my mind are the places I have visited and the incredible
range of people, services and interests of our membership. So many dedicated

professionals, deafblind people themselves and family members are a credit to
our field and I am proud to hear they feel at home in our organisation.
I hope to see you in 2005!
William

Editorial
What variety we have for you in this edition! We have truly inspiring people
talking about their work or being spoken of about by people who admire and
support them. Ezekiel Kumwenda for example, became deafblind very suddenly
but did not allow this to hold him back from achieving recognition in his country.
He has chosen to work for the rights for disabled people and in particular those
who are deafblind. Devi Amala, from Southern India, is another success story.
Once her deafblindness was recognised and a programme of learning put in
place to meet her needs she has just “taken off”. She is a happy and very
successful young person and her family is proud of her achievements.
I had a wonderful surprise this summer when I found that Jan and Graham
Scahill had arrived on holiday from New Zealand. I have been carrying on a “e”
friendship with them for many years – reporting to them about life here and
hearing about the NZ organisation, and all its activities, in return. In spite of
having the holiday de-railed by an accident to Graham they were as cheerful as
ever and it was really good to catch up with them. So hello New Zealand!
Talking of intrepid travellers… the holiday, specially for deafblind people, was
hosted in Sweden this year – a great time had by all – and the venue for next
year – Bulgaria – has already been fixed with a host of opportunities planned.
You’ll be interested to know that we will be trying to push forward with the
website as soon as funds allow. Patience is required at present, but I’m sure the
planning and consulting we are doing will produce a better result for the long
term.
I always I look forward to hearing from you and sharing your work with others
through the magazine or the website.
Eileen
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Working with Voluntary Employees
In this article Stefan Spring and Catherine Woodtli describe the
ground-breaking experiences of the SZB Counselling Services in
developing the concept of voluntary employment and providing the
evidence of its success.
The Counselling Services for Deafblind people of the Swiss National Association
for the Blind (SZB) offer social counselling, rehabilitation training and sociocultural activities to deafblind and hearing and visually impaired people in
Switzerland who are not in hospital. Most clients have acquired deafblindness.
In many situations the visually and hearing impaired require one-to-one support
for mobility, communication and gaining access to information. Social counsellors
do not have time to accompany their clients to events, on holidays or other
occasions and this is not their job anyway. On the other hand, relatives are not
always available for such tasks and in some cases clients prefer a more neutral
person to accompany them. In Switzerland there are still no professional
assistance services. For this reason, the SZB strongly promoted its cooperation
with voluntary employees and, as a result, has developed a modern concept. The
concept is subdivided into the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitment of new voluntary employees
Introduction and aptitude testing
Training and further education
Organisation of assignments and taking care of voluntary employees
Checking the performance of voluntary employees

Voluntary employees’ mission
Voluntary employees work on behalf of the SZB and are assigned a specific
mission. The voluntary employees should empower the deafblind or visually and
hearing impaired person to reach her goal by providing reliable company and the
necessary assistance. In doing so, the person’s own wishes (for instance, to
participate actively or passively in an event, to continue or to stop a task etc.)
must always be respected.
Activities include:
•
Accompanying visually
and hearing impaired or deafblind people to the doctor, acoustician, therapist or
physiotherapist, on shopping tours, visits, walks, sporting activities, trips or to
seminars, congresses and other activities of self-help organisations of deafblind
people etc.
•
Accompanying visually

and hearing impaired or deafblind people to events organised as part of the
SZB’s annual programme, such as group meetings, courses, workshops, parties,
excursions, holidays etc.
•
Assignments as part of projects without direct contact with visually and
hearing impaired or deafblind people (secretarial work, driving services, sale of
handicraft products etc.)

Results in numbers
The SZB Counselling Services for Deafblind People can rely on around 170
voluntary employees. In total these people worked 12,726 hours in 2003. Given
the size of Switzerland this is a very impressive amount of hours and
corresponds to an increase of 13% as compared to 2002. Expressed in full-time
jobs, these hours are equivalent to 7 jobs on the basis of 100% productivity! And
what is especially important for the SZB: to carry out this amount of work the SZB
would have required 12 to 14 permanent employees. A translation into Swiss
Francs demonstrates that those who donate time are rightly considered to be the
most generous donors (value: 1.2 to 1.5 m CHF = approx. 800,000 to 1 m euros).
A breakdown of the hours worked indicates that the largest part is owed to a
group of voluntary employees who work between 150 and 300 hours per year
which corresponds to half a day per week and is thus in line with the
recommendations of modern voluntary work.
In 2003 voluntary employees were offered 14 training days, which were attended
by a total of 150 people. The SZB spent a total of 2,248 working hours organising
voluntary work and training in 2003 and invested approximately 146,000 CHF
(about 97,000 euros) in travelling expenses, training and further training as well
as recruiting voluntary staff. The following chart reflects the positive result of this
work:
Voluntary work organised by the SZB Counselling Services for Deafblind People
serves as an example throughout Switzerland. In 2005 the concept of the SZB
and its respective tools with regard to further training will be made available to all
Swiss organisations involved in work with visually and hearing impaired and
deafblind people.

Stefan Spring
Head of SZB Counselling Services for Deafblind People
Catherine Woodtli
Head of International Relations
Contact: szb.tbbl-cw@
zugernet.ch

Supporting deafblind people in Malawi
This is the story of a remarkable man, Ezekiel Kumwenda, and his
determination to increase awareness and develop services for
deafblind people in Malawi
My name is Ezekiel Kumwenda. I was born on 5th May 1970 and I lost my sight
and hearing on 9th July 1990. This was the period when I was in form 3 at
Chichili Secondary School. One morning when I was in class, I experienced a
severe headache. The headache persisted and I was admitted to Queen
Elizabeth Central Hospital for some time before I was diagnosed as having a
brain tumour that needed surgery in South Africa. Due to the tumour, I started
losing sight and hearing – both gradually deteriorated. However, not all was lost
as grace was with me. With divine providence, I survived one of the most critical
brain surgeries at Garden City Clinic in South Africa and pulled through.
Although the tumour was removed, my sight and hearing were not fully
recovered. I found myself in the category of people with visual and hearing
impairments. Malawi’s population has quite a considerable percentage of visually
impaired people, as well as the totally blind and hearing people. I had to be
considered for another school when I recovered, since I now did not have full
sight and hearing. After a lengthy discussion, I was transferred to St Patrick’s
Secondary School in Blantyre where there are facilities for blind students only. At
first, it was quite tough to live as a blind and hearing-impaired person after once
enjoying the privilege of sight. I had to learn Braille. I encountered a lot of
problems – for instance in class I could not take down notes and could not hear
the teacher as he/she taught but I had to sit for the same examinations as the
other normal students. I realised that there were several other students across
the face of the country who were facing the same kind of injustices and
inconsiderate treatment, without their voices being heard.
In 1995, I brought together a number of blind students throughout the country to
discuss their plight in relation to education in the country. As a result of the
meeting, the Students Union for the Blind was formed, to act as a voice for the
visually impaired students in the country and aimed at addressing issues relating
to their education.
In 2000, I was elected as the president of the Malawi Union of the Blind. Whilst
serving as the president of the Union, I realised that there was a group of people
who needed special attention and who were, like myself, Deafblind. Neither the
Malawi government nor the private sector has services for these people.
In 2001, I pioneered a group of people to form Visual Hearing Impairment of
Malawi, whose mission was to open the eyes of the authorities so that Deafblind
brothers and sisters could begin to see the light at the end of the tunnel. Malawi

has indeed a very substantial number of people with deafblindness and neither
the government nor the private sector has services for them. The principal
services of the Visual Hearing Impairment of Malawi (VIHEMA) are advocacy,
rehabilitation, vocational training, independent living and economic
empowerment.
Since the formation of this organisation, tremendous achievements have been
made – for example, a deafblind unit at Mount Fort Demonstration school in
Nguludi has been established, where five children have been enrolled. Now that
the welfare of the deafblind will be looked into by VIHEMA, we are looking for
partnership support in the form of advice, finance, and technical guidelines with
regard to baseline survey and the provision of a short-term expert in
deafblindness for our organisation, to do fundraising research.
Ezekiel Kumwenda
Deafblind Co-ordinator
Tel: (265) 9317171
Email: Ezekiel.Kumwenda@
yahoo.com
Please contact Ezekiel if you would like to hear more about his work or you feel
you could offer support to VIHEMA

The 8th European Holiday for Deafblind People
Bulgaria, July 2005
Dear Friends,
We are looking forward to your application to participate in this carefully
organized programme. It has been prepared by the National Association of the
Deafblind in Bulgaria, in cooperation with the Union of the Blind.
I hope to meet you all in Bulgaria!
Dimitar Parapanov, President of the National Association of the Deafblind in
Bulgaria
The Place: the city of Varna, big sea resort on the Black Sea. There is an
International Airport at Varna, a railway station and a bus station.
Accommodation: The Boarding School for Children with Impaired Vision – Varna,
located in beautiful and calm forest, 10 minutes walking distance from the beach
and 20 minutes walking distance from the city. Double rooms, each with its own
toilet and shower/bath (hot and cold water).
Duration: 7 days
Price: Board and lodging in double rooms, transportation in Varna and
Excursions and all the respective entertainment in the programme – 290 Euro
per person.

Do you want to know more? More information with details, programme,
application etc. will be available in January 2005.
If you have any questions or would like to apply please contact: nadbbg@
mbox.digsys.bg

Developing the potential of deafblind children – from personal
experience
In this article Nina Akuorkor Afutu describes her personal
experiences from her work with deafblind children in Ghana
Disability comes in different forms. There are single disabilities like deafness,
blindness and mental retardation, but one group of people with multiple
disabilities is those with deafblindness. Many people think that people with
deafblindness are unable to take an active part in life, which is not the case at all.
For the five years that I have worked with deafblind people, I have realised that
they have abilities, potential and the capability to do a lot to improve their lives
when given the requisite support in terms of human and material resources.
Realising potential
When I first entered a classroom of deafblind people to teach, especially the
totally deafblind, I found it very challenging. Help came in the form of a colleague
who, having been doing the job for some time, offered some guidelines. When I
applied these guidelines and the techniques this colleague shared with me, I
found teaching and learning with this group of children interesting.
The following are some of the things I would suggest for teaching deafblind
people:
•
One needs a lot of patience, love, and time to achieve good results.
•
The major avenues (senses) through which effective learning takes place
are sight and hearing. When these senses are impaired one finds it very difficult
to get connected to the environment. This is the situation in which persons with
deafblindness find themselves. Therefore, in the teaching and learning process
of the deafblind, all modes of communication should be used, based on the
needs and abilities of the person (Miles & Riggio, 1999), for information to be
received and expressed.
•
One needs to take into consideration the deafblind person’s level of ability,
and the strength and pace at which he/she can learn, before tasks are given.
•
Involving the deafblind child in every activity or task is very important.
•
Tasks or activities must be broken down into small targets to allow for
concept formation and the grasping of necessary skills.
•
Similarly, routine tasks or activities must be constantly practised as this
goes a long way to broaden and widen scope and learning.

•
A variety of teaching strategies should be incorporated, such as task
analysis, motivation, use of a variety of objects or materials, pictures, models,
Tadoma, sign or tactile sign, Braille and finger-spelling – all of which make
teaching and learning very motivating and lively.
•
Motivation in terms of praise or rewards like patting, clapping or shaking
the child’s hand and other appreciative gestures must always be given for the
attempted performance of a task. The deafblind child or person becomes very
happy when such incentives are offered and wants to repeat the activity or work
more when asked to do so.
•
The attention span of most deafblind persons is limited; for that reason
periods for performing tasks should not be too long. This avoids the deafblind
person becoming bored and losing interest in the work.
•
Objects and materials should be used widely as they bring a lot of joy.
•
For teaching and learning to be effective and interesting it is important to
break down any boredom, tiredness or refusal to do a particular task by giving
the child a short time to relax, or take the child for a walk round the school
premises which will be refreshing. If all these strategies fail, change the task.
•
Include short field trips, or educational trips, in and around the
environment in which they learn, as these are motivating for both the teacher and
the child.
•
The use of the calendar system makes teaching and learning very
effective and meaningful to the child. This approach helps the child to anticipate
events, become time conscious and establish a sequential way of performing
daily activities. Majors (1999) pointed out that the use of the calendar system is
an effective and recommendable strategy.
•
Allow choice-making in a calendar or schedule box as this strategy
enhances learning.
•
Lastly, in teaching deafblind children there is nothing like instant
satisfaction, as compared to teaching in the regular educational setting.
Satisfaction only comes the day the deafblind person can perform a task
independently. It is then that the deafblind person as well as the teacher
can become very happy because learning has taken place.

Conclusion
The different techniques outlined for teaching persons with deafblindness, when
applied, will make teaching these children flexible, easy, very interesting and
enjoyable. Parents, guardians and all who come in contact with the deafblind are
advised to help promote learning in deafblind persons using the positive
strategies outlined as this would go a long way to offer them a position on the
educational ladder.
References
Majors, M. M. (1999). Martha’s Matrix for deafblind programme. Perkins School
for the Blind.

Miles, B. & Riggio, M., (1999). Remarkable Conversations. A guide to developing
meaningful communication with children and young adults who are deafblind.
U.S.A. Conrad N. Hilton Foundation.
Contact: mamaakuorkor@yahoo.com

Asante Boateng – a talented student
Nina writes:
Asante Boateng is a congenitally deafblind young person who studies at the
Centre. He came at the age of five and he is now fourteen years old. He is
mobile to some extent and we think he is brilliant!
He is taking schools programmes like simple numeracy in counting, reading
simple words and spelling, and also tactile signing, cooking, personal hygiene,
mobility, and daily living or independent living skills and Braille.
He is also talented and is developing vocational skills. He does doormat weaving,
weaving of table runners, and fluffy ball making.

Institutions and services for deafblind people in France
This is the first in a series of articles about the French organisations
and Jacques Souriau introduces the series to us.
Most organisations that operate in the field of deafblindness in France are
represented within DbI by the ANSPA (l’Association Nationale pour les SourdAveugles – The National Association for the Deaf-Blind), which collects funds
from these organisations enabling them to be members of DbI. So I thought it
would be interesting and useful to present, by means of a series of articles, the
different people involved in the world of deafblindness in France.
There are about 20 institutions in France where deaf-blind people can be
accommodated, in addition to support services for local community work. These
facilities cover a vast range of services: early education, schooling, facilities for
those who are dependant, protected work places, support for autonomy in the
home, elderly people etc. Several associations contribute to the creation,
organisation and everyday activities of these services.
I intend to explain this group as a whole in 4 articles which will focus on:
•
The work of National Association for the Deaf-Blind (ANPSA)

•
•
•

Services for children
Services for adults
The “Centre de Resources” (Resource Centre) and its current projects

In each article the administrative associations that take care of the running of
these services will also be presented by means of inserts.
In this first article I have asked Jean-Marc Cluet, the current president of the
ANPSA, and also the Director of the Chevreuse, an institution for deafblind
children, near Paris, to tell us about this association. He does this with the help of
Annie Van Espen, who is deaf and blind, and Régine Larson, mother of a young
deafblind daughter.
We also hear about the association that runs the Chevreuse, “l’Entraide
Universitaire” (University Self Help) from Jean-Philippe Verdier, who is an
administrator and representative with ANPSA.

ANPSA: The National Association for the Deafblind
ANPSA, National Association for the Deaf-Blind, was founded in December 1978
by parents and professionals who wanted the needs of deafblind people to be
better known and for activities to be better co-ordinated.
ANPSA is made up of six groups:
•
Deafblind people
•
The legal representatives of those who are under age or in care
•
Members of their families
•
Friends
•
Professional people
•
The administrative associations
Until now, there had been no association for the deafblind in France and the
ANPSA is now the reference body for all those affected by deaf-blindness.
ANPSA structures itself around the following activities:
•
The edition of an information bulletin: the “Bulletin de l’ANPSA” (the
ANPSA bulletin), which comes out once every 3 months in Braille and in
enlarged, black print.
•
An annual meeting for deafblind people, including a leisure programme
and discussion workshops.
•
A secretarial office providing regular information for families and deafblind
people about their rights and about the services or institutions that are available
and accessible.
•
ANPSA defends the needs and expectations of the deafblind to the
authorities and other associations that act for other types of handicap.

•
ANPSA supports development projects and projects for the creation of
institutions and services.
•
It provides information for both professional people and organisations.
The annual meeting for the deafblind is considered by ANPSA to be an essential
event. This is confirmed by Régine Larson, mother of Annabelle, a young deafblind girl who lives in Poitiers and works at the CAT for the deafblind at La
CHAUME. Régine has always been very active within ANPSA and has organised
the annual meeting for the deafblind for two years now.
She says: “Each year this meeting is the occasion for people who are
geographically far away from one another to be reunited. The preparation for this
event, throughout the year, also gives deafblind people the chance to work
together and to keep in touch. For many of the participants it is one of the main
events of the year and for some it is even the only opportunity they have to move
out of their tiny everyday circle and to cultivate long-lasting friendships, which
encourages them to write to one another throughout the rest of the year.
The meeting takes place in a different place each year, chosen exclusively by the
deafblind people. In this way the participants can gradually get to know different
parts of their country. These cultural and tourist visits make the ideal environment
which the deafblind enjoy most: discussions, chats and parties. At the end of the
trip they return home with a store of happy memories that will encourage them in
their preparations for the following reunion and in their letter-writing.”
Deaf, blind and suffering from Usher syndrome, Annie Van Espen has been a
member of ANPSA since 1984 and of the Board of Directors since 1987. She
would like to share with us what the ANPSA means to her.“25 years ago,
because of the restrictions caused by my sensory deficiencies, my parents tried
to find opportunities for me to get out and about, so I tried to find an association
that I could take part in. It was difficult at first because all the associations
brought up the question of my second handicap: for the deaf I could not see and
for the blind I could not hear. In 1984 I tried to participate in the annual deafblind
meeting in Villebon and that is where I began to get to know the deafblind.
Gradually I began to take more of an interest in the group and I made progress in
communicating with other deafblind people. I became less shy. I find this is really
the association best adapted to my problem. Out of all the ANPSA activities, the
annual reunion is the most important and that is where I met my husband.
I would like to see the ANPSA developed further. It is still only a small
association and does not have enough members. I would like cultural, manual
and artistic activities to be provided, as well as sports activities, just as there are
in French-speaking Switzerland, to bring the deafblind closer together. In France
there are not enough of these activities.”
Next December ANPSA celebrates its 26th anniversary.

If you wish to contact ANPSA, the address is:
ANPSA
18 Rue Etex
75018
PARIS
Tél. +33 1 46 27 48 10
Fax. +33 1 46 27 59 31
E-mail: a.n.p.s.a@wanadoo.fr
Entraide Universitaire
Mr Jean-Philippe Verdier, administrator of the Entraide Universitaire, tells us
about his association:
“The Entraide Universitaire was created in 1954 by the Mutuelle Assurances
Elèves (a mutual accident insurance company for children at school in the Paris
Region). This association created its first activities for the children it insured:
educational school trips to the sea and to the mountains. The association then
gradually turned its attention to disabled children. It took an interest, first of all, in
children in social difficulty, creating foster homes for children and hostels for
teenagers. It then turned to the mentally handicapped, creating, in the 1970’s, the
first CAMSP (Centre d’Action Medico-Social Précoce – Early Intervention Centre)
in France (where some deafblind children were accommodated) and CAT’s
(Centres d’Aide par le Travail – sheltered workshops). In the 1980’s, the Entraide
Universitaire began to help those with sensory handicaps. In 1982 it created an
institute for deafblind children in Chevreuse (in the Paris region) and in 1986 the
CAT Jean Moulin (which, in the beginning, accommodated deafblind people).
Finally, in Vélizy (Paris Region), in May 2000 and in 2001 respectively, group
homes and a CAT (sheltered workshop) came into being. These latter projects
were intended to accommodate young adults from the Chevreuse institute for
deafblind children as well as people from other regions. Today, the Entraide
Universitaire manages 35 institutes in 25 different locations.”
If you wish to contact the Entraide Universitaire the address is:
Entraide Universitaire
31 Rue d’Alésia,
75014
PARIS.
Tél.: +33 1 40 47 93 00
Fax.: +33 1 40 47 93 47
Email: siege.eu@entraideuniversitaire.asso.fr
Website: www.entraideuniversitaire.asso.fr

Working in the community with deafblind young people

In this article Leela Agnes, from the Holy Cross Service Society in
Trichy, India, describes the huge success that Devi Amala, one of the
young people that their service supports, has achieved. With
specialist support from the Holy Cross programme, and with her
family on board, she has transformed her own life and, in doing so,
has become a much happier person and a proud and valued member
of her family and local community.
Devi Amala is a 17-year-old deafblind girl. Our community-based field worker met
her when she was 15 years old, through a village leader who was able to see
that she needed some support. Devi has profound deafness, micro cornea,
nystagmus and a heart problem.
During our initial visit to Devi Amala’s house, we found that her family members
neglected her. She spent most of her time sitting in a corner doing nothing, and
she hated people and never allowed anyone, other than her mother and two
brothers, into her house. She was totally dependent on her mother for all her
daily needs, and there was no means of communication between her and her
family members. She behaved like someone who had serious cognitive
difficulties.
So we took the decision to focus on training in life-oriented skills and some
objectives were set. After some work, a rapport developed between the field
worker and the girl, and we saw Devi Amala’s eagerness to learn and the
development of her interests.
After two years of training, Devi Amala is now totally independent in daily living
skills. She uses sign and gestures for communication. Basic reading and writing
skills training was given and she now knows to write her house address, the
names of family members, names of vegetables, vehicles, household articles,
shapes, colours, etc., She can finger spell Tamil Alphabet letters. Number
concepts have been introduced and she knows how to do two digit addition
sums.
Devi Amala’s mother was proud and happy when she began to learn and to
share the responsibility of household activities! Devi Amala fetches water from a
nearby public tap, washes clothes, washes vessels, sweeps and mops the floor
of the house, folds mats and arranges and maintains household materials. She
can prepare tea, boil rice and fry vegetables. The work she does is very neat and
tidy and her mother was even more proud because her daughter achieved the
duties of a Tamil lady. Every morning Devi Amala cleans the front portion of the
house and draws a beautiful kollam on the floor (Kollam is a Tamil traditional and
cultural task which has to be done every day in the early morning).
Community members around Devi Amala’s village do textile work for their living
so we decided to give the same type of job to Devi Amala. Her mother took the

responsibility of providing vocational training for her daughter and approached a
small-scale cottage industry to supply towels and trained Devi Amala to do tassel
work on the towel. Devi Amala now works independently and does the work
regularly and with great skill and care. She earns enough to make a big
economic contribution to the income of this poor family.
Devi Amala’s mother said that she never expected her daughter would be able to
do domestic activities and a paid job and become a useful person in the family.
She also said, “My child never allowed relatives and friends inside the house,
which disturbed our relationships with others, but now she is very sociable and
shows hospitality by serving tea and trying to communicate with every guest”.
She expressed this with a deep feeling of happiness. Devi Amala’s mother also
said that she used to have to support her with every area of personal care. Now,
after receiving orientation and mobility training, she is independent enough to
undertake all this on her own – even when there is a walk involved – which is a
big relief for her mother. Now her mother, who was always hearing criticism from
her neighbours about Devi Amala’s lack of progress, can talk proudly about her
skills in spite of her disability, as Amala does all her routine activities properly
and on time!
Leela Agnes can be contacted at:
leela-agnes@yahoo.com cross@tr.net.in

NETWORKS
Acquired Deafblindness Network
c/o Ges Roulstone
Sense East
72, Church Street, Market Deeping
Lincolnshire, PE68AL
Tel: +01778-344-921
Fax: +01778-380-078
Email: ges.roulstone@sense.org.uk
CHARGE Network
C/o David Brown
California Deafblind Services
5016 Mission Street
San Francisco
CA94112, USA
Tel: +1-415-239-8089
Fax: +1-415-239-0106
Email: davidbrown1234@hotmail.com
dmbrown1@pacbell.net

Communication Network
c/o Jacques Souriau
CRESAM
La Rivardière
52 rue de la Longerolle
86440 MIGNE-AUXANCES
FRANCE
Tel: +33 – 5 – 49 43 80 50
Fax: +33 – 5 – 49 43 80 51
Email: Jacques.souriau@cresam.orgcentre.res@cresam.org
Congenital Deafblindness in Adults Network
c/o Dominique Spriet
30 Rue Barbes
F-93600 Aulnay/Bois
France
Tel: +33 – 1 – 48 69 68 64
Fax: +33 – 1 – 48 69 68 64
Email: spriet.dominique@wanadoo.fr
EDbN
C/o Ricard Lopez
APSOCECAT & APASCIDE
C/ Almeria, 31 ATIC
ESP-08014, Barcelona, Spain
Tel: +34-678-712-619
Fax: +34-678-782-600
Email: talking3@teleline.es
European Usher Syndrome NETWORK (EUSN)
C/o Carol Brill
500 Ballinteer Road, Dundrum
Dublin 16, IRELAND
Tel:+353-1295-1387
Email: doranbri@indigo.ie
Usher Syndrome Study Group (USSG)
c/o Mary Guest
Sense
11 – 13 Clifton Terrace
Finsbury Park
London N4 3SR
UK
Tel: +44 – 20 – 7272 7774
Fax: +44 – 20 – 7272 6012

Email: Mary.Guest@sense.org.uk
Multiply Disabled Visually Impaired European Network
c/o Kent Lundkvist
Ekeskolan Resource Cemtre
Box 9024, S-70009, Orebro
Sweden
Tel: +46 – 19 – 6762 151
Fax: +46 – 19 – 6762 210
Email: kent.lundkvist@sit.se
Nordic Culture Network
C/o Lone Poggioni
Roerkjaersgade 47
DK-6700 Esbjerg
DENMARK
Tel: +45-75-139-537
Fax: +45-75-139-624
Email: lone@klatterup.dk
Tactile Communication Working Group
C/o Bernadette van den Tillaart
15175 Prairie Road
South Solon
OH 43153
USA
Telefax: +1-740-426-6728
Email: bernadettevanden
tillaart@tiscalimail.nl
Siblings Network
Sabine Kersten
c/o Willem van Gentstraat 37
5666GA Geldrop
The Netherlands
Telefax: +31 40 286 38 79
Email: siblingsnetwork@gmx.net
Sabine_Kersten@hotmail.com

The Siblings Network
Sabine Kirsten reports:
I would like to inform you that an e-group was started by members from Spain.
Here experiences can be exchanged and questions can be asked by those who

would like to know more about the relationship between deafblind people and
their brothers and sisters.
People who are interested in this e-group can contact me for further details.
Furthermore, I would like to mention that the DBI European Conference in
Slovakia in 2005 will include workshops for siblings as part of the family stream
of activities. We believe more siblings will be able to join the workshops this way.
There is however still a point of concern and that is funding our network
opportunities. This is why I would like to ask each of the organisations present in
Slovakia to fund 1 place to enable a sibling to take part in the conference.
For more information I can be contacted by email: siblingsnetwork@gmx.net

EUSN
Marylin Kilsby
The EUSN hasn’t arranged any event over the past year. However, we are
planning to revamp the organization in 2005 and hold elections. We welcome
enquiries from any new members who are interested in joining us.
For more information, please contact:
Secretary: Carol Brill
Email: doranbri@indigo.ie
Acting Treasurer: Marylin Kilsby
Fax: +44 (0)20 7272 3862
Email: marylin.kilsby@sense.org.uk

EdbN
Ursula Heinemann reports:
There are 3 important issues that we are working with at the moment.
Deafblindness has been accepted as a unique disability by the European
Parliament
This year the members of the European Deafblind Network (EDbN) have
achieved a great success, with the adoption of Written Declaration 1/2004 by the
European Parliament on 4th April 2004. Following this very important success
EDbN wants to be able to work with their member organisations to enable them
to really take advantage in their individual countries of this success. In addition,

EdbN wants to enable them to get involved in the European policy making
process and the work of the possible UN Convention of the Rights of Disabled
People.
In order to move this work forward we made an application to the European
Commission. Unfortunately, this time, the application was not accepted, but we
will try again. However, we intend to do as much of this work as we can while still
seeking funding.
Our principle idea is to organise a number of small training seminars in different
parts of Europe and to bring together deafblind people and professionals/family
members from three or four different countries. Each seminar would include
briefing and training in how to get involved in European policy making and how to
use the Declaration to improve the situation in their own country. Deafblind
people would be directly involved in each seminar.
Fortunately, the European Deafblind Network has an email network and a
website already set up. At the moment these are used to share information
amongst the members of the network and inform the public about the needs of
deafblind people.

2. Guidelines
After the successful adoption of the Written Declaration, Lucy Drescher from
Sense sent out guidelines on how to use the Written Declaration to try and bring
about change in individual European countries.
Lucy also went to the DbI Acquired Deafblind Network Conference in Harrogate,
UK. She ran a workshop to explain the guidance and discuss with participants
the challenges they face in their individual countries. She also talked about how
we can all continue to work together effectively at the EU level in the future.

3. Hearing of the European Parliament
EDbN’s next step is to draw up a proposal to request a hearing of the European
Parliament about deafblindness. This would be a great opportunity to present a
picture of the lives of deafblind people in all the member states and would involve
experts and deafblind people from different countries describing their
experiences.
Before we can do this we need to put together some information on the situation
of deafblind people in each Member State. Lucy and Ricard Lopez have sent out
questionnaires to people in each member state and the results will be put
together in a report, which will used to support our request for a hearing.
Contact: talking3@teleline.es

International Network of Parents and Families of deafblind
people
Background: Reasons to work in Networks of parents and
families:
•
Our identity as parents and families of deafblind people. We feel the need
to work for the present and the future of our sons and daughters.
•
The families with deafblind children (especially those congenitally
deafblind or with added impairments) have leadership and representation
problems.
•
The professionals have organizations and activities to represent them.
•
A number of persons with deafblindness and the capacity for selfrepresentation have, or are establishing, organizations and activities of their own.
•
The only ones left out are we, the parents and families, together with our
children, without the capacity of self-representation. It is necessary to recognise
that this situation must change.

The proposal: To set up a network with the aims of:
•
Sharing information.
•
Coordinating activities and lobbying.
•
Training parent leaders to have the capacity to cooperate with the
professionals and to follow up on the implementation of programs.
•
Cooperating with DbI and EDbN. It is important that both DbI and EDbN
can dedicate part of their efforts in designing programs for families and that
parents are present in all conferences and our voices can be heard.
•
Having the capacity for self-representation.

The Steps.
1
13th DbI World Conference, Canada – August 2003. Submission and
approval of the Network with the name of “US”. Officially presented to the DbI as
a new Network.
2
DbI Management Meeting and Council Meeting, The Netherlands February 2004. Confirmation of involvement as a DbI Network.
3
February 2004 – Creation of an electronic group on the internet with the
name of IFDbN. The official languages are English and Spanish.

What we need.
We are looking for people who are interested in working from a families’ point-ofview. We need parents and representatives of deafblind people, professionals,
and people with deafblindness who are willing to act as contact people. The aims
of the Network are to:
•
Support parents who are involved in working with people with
deafblindness, professionals and volunteers;
•
To facilitate the exchange of ideas and experiences;
•
To initiate projects of common interest; and
•
To develop new knowledge through international co-operation.
You can sign up to this network by asking for a form. No entrance or membership
fees are needed, only that you are in sympathy with, and will work for, the aims
of the Network.
Ricard López
Catalonia & Spain
email: talking3@teleline.es

CHARGE Network
David Brown reports
This has been a very eventful year for anyone involved with people with
CHARGE Syndrome, and I have so many things to report that it seems best to
list them :
•
Perhaps the biggest news is that a group of researchers at the University
Medical Centre of Nijmegen in the Netherlands have, for the first time,
discovered a CHARGE gene. Informative articles about this can be found in the
Fall 2004 issue of CHARGE Accounts, the newsletter of the CHARGE Syndrome
Foundation.
•
The edition of the American Journal of Medical Genetics that has a special
focus on CHARGE is expected to be published in December 2004. It will include
approximately 20 articles on medical, genetic, educational, and behavioural
aspects of the condition.
•
Since August there have been CHARGE Conferences held in Canada,
France, and Australia.

Dr Conny van Ravenswaaij came from Nijmegen to attend the latter, and
impressed everybody with her insights and humour and warmth. I predict that
she will be in great demand at CHARGE events in the future.
•
Dr Kim Blake is currently completing a survey concerned with the
incidence of osteoporosis in people with CHARGE. Dr Blake reports that every
person with CHARGE surveyed so far has had osteoporosis. To take part in the
survey contact Dr Blake at Kblake@dal.ca or her assistant at
jocelyn.jaques@iwk.nshealth.ca
•
Planning is well underway for two important 2005 meetings. The next
CHARGE Syndrome Foundation Conference will be in Miami, Florida on July
22nd-24th, details to be found at www.chargesyndrome.org
There will be a meeting of the DbI Charge Network at the next DbI European
Conference to be held in Presov, Slovakia on August 2nd-7th. Anyone wishing to
participate or contribute should contact Joff McGill at joff.mcgill@sense.org.uk
•
Finally, a reminder that the DbI CHARGE Network Listserv is the main
point of contact for this network and can be subscribed to at http://groups.yahoo.
com/group/CHARGEnetwork/
If you have any problems subscribing please contact me at
dmbrown1@pacbell.net
David Brown
Education Specialist
California Deaf-Blind Services

Usher Syndrome Study Group
The meeting of the 6th DbI European Conference in Presov in August 2005 gives
us an opportunity to hold an Usher Study Group straight after the main
conference.
Bente Heilesen from Denmark and Mary Guest from the UK are hoping to run an
Usher Study Group at the same conference venue in Presov on Monday 7th
August to Tuesday 8th August.
Themes are yet to be decided. One idea is to include some sessions on the
impact of new genetic research on families with Usher. We could also include
sessions on lifestyle, work experience, arts/leisure activities. Bente and Mary
would like to hear from you about your ideas for a theme, topics for papers and
most importantly if you plan to attend.

As is our practice the numbers will be kept to 30-35 to ensure that we can study
together easily and get to know one another.
Please send your ideas to:
Bente Heilesen: dbc.behe@nja.dk
and to:
mary.guest@sense.org.uk

The Nordic Cultural Network
Lone Poggioni reports:

“Listen to Me – 2”
The second “Listen to Me“- Family Conference was held in Denmark during 20 –
27 June 2004. More than 70 deafblind, parents, siblings and assistants, from 12
nations in Europe, took part. I have received many e-mails since the conference
from parents, saying that the event was well organised and that the program was
very varied and interesting, so I think we can say that the conference was a great
success. The facilities in Skovhuset – which is an activity center for deafblind
adults – were especially admired. The visit to the Deafblind Center in Aalborg
was stimulating, inspirational and, last but not least, very instructive for the
participants. As Maro from Cyprus said, “this place is the dream for us“. We want
to do everything to make this dream to come true.
The presentation of Mr. Lex Grandía was very interesting because its subject has
been taboo till now – the sexuality of deafblind people.
Another very important part of the conference was the information about the
establishment and purpose of a European organization for parents. Richard
Lopéz from Catalonia has, with great effort, ensured that meetings like this have
purpose and are very important for all participants.
I am very happy to inform you that the tradition of the “Listen
to Me” meetings will continue, in the heart of Catalonia, in Barcelona in 2006.

Listen to US!!…

Peter Fa˘sung from Slovakia responds to the holiday in Denmark this
summer.
When we got wind of the information that we would be able to participate in a
second family conference “Listen to me 2”, we were more than happy! Our
pleasure was made even greater because our younger daughter Zuzka, who is
not deafblind, could participate too and we could go as a family. We decided to
travel together with our Czech friends by car and although the trip was quite long
it went all right. When we came to Slettestrande there was a beautiful scene
waiting for us – the holiday centre for disabled people. There was everything we
could imagine that disabled people would ever need to have a proper rest. We
admired the facilities in Slovhuset and especially the centre for deafblind people
in Aalborg. The chance to look around these centres was, for us, stimulating,
inspirational and last but not least very instructive. We found out that we have a
lot to do in Slovakia to be able to provide similar conditions for our deafblind
people that would meet Danish standards! What we heard and saw, we will also
definitely apply in Slovakia. As Maro from Cyprus said “This is the dream for us”
We want to do everything to make this dream to come true.
The presentation of Mr. L. Grandía we found very interesting because it was
about a taboo topic – sexuality of deafblind people. We found out that there are
many topics about deafblindness which are necessary to solve. Every country
has a different priority (integration, education, assisted living, group homes
etc...), but what everyone has in common is to help the deafblind to improve their
lives. And that is what we all are aiming for.
A very important point of the conference was the information about the
establishment and purpose of a european organization of parents. I would like to
thank Ricard Lopéz from Catalonia for his efforts in getting this moving forward. It
is very important to prepare good conditions for deafblind people internationally
and it should be announced in every country that such an organization exists.
The programme of the conference was very varied and interesting so we enjoyed
it very much. However, the most emotional experience for me was the donation
of a special wheelchair for Dimitrij from Russia. We were rewarded when his
great pleasure was evident and he smiled when he took his seat and started to
explore its possibilities! We are convinced that this wheelchair will be really
useful!
We were all unanimous in our view that meetings like this have a real purpose
and are very important for all participants.
To conclude, I would like to thank the organizers for creating such lovely
experiences and to Mr.Green and Mr. Lolli for supporting us. We were very
happy for the whole week. THANK YOU!!!

PS. We are glad that the tradition of the meetings will continue with the next one
taking place in the heart of Catalonia, in Barcelona!

European Family Conference 2006
LISTEN TO ME .. 3
EDbN Announcement and call for papers and proposals
The 5th European Family Conference will be held in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain,
before or after the summer of 2006. The previous family conferences have been
held in Slovakia, The Netherlands, Italy and Denmark. Since Italy this event has
received the name of “Listen to me”, so the Barcelona event will be called “Listen
to me 3”.

Catalonia
Barcelona has a very important international airport and there is a second
international airport in Gerona. There are various cheap airline companies which
operate to and from these airports. Barcelona is an important tourist site and
Gaudí, Dalí and Picasso are some of the well-known Catalan artists.
In Catalonia the beaches are splendid and there are many tourist sites ideal for
family holidays.
This conference will welcome a number of professionals, especially from
countries without family representation, supporting family members or from family
organizations.

Conference Themes
The organisers of the conference are interested in having two specific focus
areas:
1
IFDbN – the International Parents and Families Network.
2
The Siblings Network – so there are some siblings in the organizing
committee.
EDbN Conference organisers are requesting papers and proposals for activities,
including seminars or pre- or post-conference programs.

Sponsorship
EDbN Conference organizers are requesting sponsorship assistance from
individuals, corporations, governmental and non-governmental organizations,
philanthropic associations etc. Sponsorship assistance can be in the form of
direct financial donations or the purchase of various conference fixed cost items.
•
Financial donations can be used to offset the registration and
accommodation fees for deafblind families, intervenors and interpreters attending
the conference etc.
•
Purchase of conference fixed cost items can include: conference
luncheons, dinners and coffee breaks; conference AV; transportation costs; costs
of special communications for persons with deafblindness; thank you gifts for all
participants etc.
To request more information on the Conference, and to be included on the
mailing list, contact:
Ricard López
Telephone: +34 93305 4385
Fax: +3493331 4220
Sms: +34 678 712 619
E-mail: talking3@teleline.es

French CHARGE Conference
POITIERS, 17-19 September 2004
Since 1996, the French Association of Parents of CHARGE children (Association
CHARGE) and CRESAM have joined together to organise a bi-annual
conference on CHARGE. The purpose of these events is to inform families and
professionals about the state of the art concerning CHARGE.
For the 2004 conference, CRESAM and the CHARGE Association felt that more
ambitious plans could be made and decided to set up a stronger planning
committee of family representatives, a medical expert and CRESAM
professionals.
The preparation of the program tried to take into account the changes in the
expectations of the families that have taken place over recent years. 10 years
ago, families were mainly interested in the medical treatment of their children and
their survival. Now, they have more questions about behaviour, education and
development. This new interest led the CHARGE Association and CRESAM to
set up a research project based on a questionnaire on behaviour which involved
families of France, UK, Italy and Spain. In the same way, several conferences

(European CAUSE Conference in UK 2003 and the American Conference in
Cleveland in 2003) put this question on their agenda.
The final 3-day program covered the following areas:
•
General presentation of the syndrome
•
Genetic aspects
•
Early intervention
•
Multi-sensory approach to development
•
Vision
•
Endocrinology and puberty
•
Feeding and olfaction
•
Cognitive development
•
Behaviour and communication
Another novelty was to provide the opportunity for the families to come to the
conference with their children, which meant organising activities for CHARGE
children and also siblings.
So, on the 17th September 2004, a huge gathering took place in a University
campus near Poitiers. There were 74 family members, 26 children with CHARGE
and one adult with CHARGE, 69 professionals, 4 siblings and 10 lecturers.
The families very much appreciated the general organisation of the conference
and the quality of the activities for the children, which allowed them to
concentrate on the conference in a relaxed way.
The participants were particularly interested in the following:
1
The latest genetic discoveries, initiated in the Netherlands and followed up
in the USA, France and Australia, were addressed by Pr Stanislas Lyonnet and
Dr Damien Sanlaville. The parents were very relieved by the fact that CHARGE
is a genetic condition which is not present in brothers and sisters.
2
All the questions concerning behavioural problems were approached in a
functional and dynamic way by David Brown (Educational specialist in California),
Catherine Peigne, Elisabeth Lasserre and Jacques Souriau. The conclusion was
that the “strange behaviours” which are often observed in CHARGE children are
the result of their sensori-motor conditions and adaptation to their environment.
3
Dr Véronique Abadie, Dr Nathalie Loundon and Dr Graziella Pinto
answered questions about feeding, cochlea implants and endocrinology.
This conference provided a nice surprise during the Saturday evening party as,
during a show by African percussionists and dancers, all the CHARGE children
participated with a joy and a creativity that amazed both parents and
professionals. During this 1-hour episode, the children demonstrated their
capacity to overcome their motor and sensory limitations. They demonstrated
that their unusual behaviours could be extremely functional in a relevant context.
All the adults were thrilled by the way the children confirmed the vision that was

promoted during the conference regarding “challenging behaviours”. As David
Brown commented, “it was worth travelling from San Francisco to France just for
this fabulous evening”.
All the participants are looking forward to repeating this experience. New aspects
should also be developed, such as the problems raised by the siblings and the
emotional development of children and young adults.
Ideas were also expressed about a possible European project for the families of
children with CHARGE.
Contact: Jacques.souriau@cresam.org

Acquired Deafblindness Network holds successful 5th
International Seminar
148 delegates from 17 different countries gathered in Harrogate,
England between 29 October and 2 November to participate in the 5th
International Seminar of ADBN.
ADBN have held such seminars approximately every 2 years since 1994. Each
successive event has attracted a larger number of delegates than the one before.
The growth in the importance and popularity of this conference reflects an
increasing understanding of the phenomenon of ADB and a corresponding
interest in work in this field from social workers, the medical profession and policy
makers.
The Co-ordinating group of ADBN are also keen to develop a sense of continuity
and progress in this work and chose to link the outputs of the last seminar in
Zurich 2002, with the inputs to the event in Harrogate 2004.
The theme of this seminar was “Expectations, Opportunities, Possibilities –
exploring the relationship between the people in the world of ADB”. The use of
the word “expectations” was deliberate and reflects ADBN’s desire as a network
to be more inclusive in their work and to recognise ADB people not as passive
users of services but as active consumers with expectations and, crucially, a
voice.
As a result of this commitment deafblind people themselves were represented
this year more than ever before. Three Plenary sessions and a number of
workshops were delivered by people with ADB.

The conference also heard major presentations on the development of legal
rights for deafblind people and the benefits of technology in the quest to enable
people who are deafblind to take ever more control over their own lives. These
were two subjects that the Zurich 2002 seminar called for more attention on.
Evaluation and feedback on the Harrogate conference has been extremely
positive. Attention now turns to preparation for the 6th International Seminar of
ADBN, which will take place in The Netherlands in Autumn 2006.
Ges Roulstone
Chairperson
ADBN

Australia News
7th National Deafblind Conference
The 7th National Conference was held at Melbourne’s Rydge’s Boardwalk Hotel
from 2-5 July, on the theme “Deafblind and Moving On”. 108 people attended the
event on its first two days, and 85 people registered for the professional third
day. After 12 months of intensive planning, hard work and commitment by the
Conference Committee and staff members of Victoria’s Deafblind Association, it
was widely held to have been a highly successful event.
Appreciative feedback related to the diversity of speakers, support for
participants, and well planned mechanisms for dealing with emergency and lastminute requests. It was a rewarding and satisfying time for all involved.
Keynote Speaker, Mark Landrenau from Seattle Lighthouse set the tone for the
Conference with his motivating charm and his ability to converse endlessly with
many who attended, particularly those in the Australian and New Zealand
Deafblind community. Mark, who has Usher Syndrome, is totally deaf and legally
blind. He lives in Seattle, Washington, and works as a Government Affairs
Specialist for the Seattle Lighthouse for the Blind.
Conference papers can be accessed at www.dba.asn.au

Australian deafblind council wins research grant
The Commonwealth Government’s Department of Family and Community
Services has invited ADBC to investigate the current needs of, and services for,
Australians who are Deafblind and has offered ADBC a substantial grant to
undertake a review of the Ward (1994) Report which had initially addressed

those topics. The report had also provided estimates of the incidence of
deafblindness nationally.
A project brief is currently being prepared and it is hoped that a project officer
might soon be appointed. Accountability reporting requirements are stringent,
with Government requiring a monthly submission from ADBC’s Executive Officer.

Schooling: new money for literacy and numeracy
The Federal Government has introduced legislation setting out its agenda for
Australian schools. The legislation will provide $31.3 billion for schools and $2.1
billion for Indigenous education over the next four years. The funding is
conditional on the States and Territories and non-government school authorities
meeting a number of requirements that will underpin national priorities – greater
national consistency in schooling; better reporting to parents; transparency of
school performance; greater autonomy to school principals; creating safer
schools; common commitment to physical activity; better approaches to boys’
education; developing the teaching workforce; making values a core part of
schooling; accelerating Indigenous education outcomes; helping families with
post-school choices.
Funding of $4 billion over four years will be allocated to students and schools in
need of extra help; of this $2 billion will be targeted to the education of the most
disadvantaged students, with a focus on literacy, numeracy and help for students
with disabilities. For more information, visit
www.dest.gov.au/ministers/nelson/jun_04/npm_220604.htm.

New Disability Standards for Education
The final draft of the Disability Standards for Education that will affect all
Australians, irrespective of disability, was released by the Commonwealth
Government on 16 June. The Attorney-General intends to introduce legislation to
amend the Disability Discrimination Act, and the Standards will be formulated
and tabled as soon as the legislation is passed. The Internet link for the
Standards, Guidance Notes and Regulation Impact Statement is
http://www.dest.gov.au/research/publications/disability_standards/default.htm

Deafblindness in court
The NSW Law Reform Commission has released a discussion paper
(http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/nswlrc.nsf/pages/refjury) that examines whether
people who are profoundly deaf, or have a significant hearing or sight
impairment, should be eligible to serve as jurors and, if so, in what
circumstances. Submissions were received until 30 April 2004 and a report is
expected in the latter half of 2004.

Ballot dancing?
On 22 April, representatives of Australian Blindness Forum, Blind Citizens
Australia, National Disability Advisory Council and Vision Australia Foundation
met with Petro Georgiou, Chair of the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral
Matters to emphasise the need for electronically assisted voting to be trialed in
Federal Elections. While trialing is not possible before the impending Federal
Election, submissions asking for electronically assisted voting for people who are
blind or vision impaired will be lodged with the Committee Inquiry to be
conducted after the Election. The goal is to obtain the Committee’s support for
recommendations to be made to Parliament that will appropriately amend the
Electoral Act 1918.

From New Zealand
In April a Bill was introduced into the NZ Parliament, signaling the first step
towards the recognition of NZ Sign Language as the third official language with
Maori and English. The immediate effect of the Bill, once passed, will be to
provide people with the right to use and access NZ Sign Language in legal
proceedings, including in court. Read the media release at
http://www.beehive.govt.nz/ViewDocument.cfm?DocumentID=19399

Major Merger
Three of Australia’s largest Blindness agencies have agreed to unite. The
Sydney-based Royal Blind Society of NSW, the Melbourne-based Royal
Victorian Institute for the Blind and Melbourne-based Vision Australia Foundation
will reorganise under the interim name; RBS/RVIB/VAF Ltd. The new
organisation has received letters of support from Retina Australia, Blind Citizens
Australia and the Deafblind Association of Victoria. More information is available
by phoning the toll free Nexus hotline – 1800 355 335, or by email:
nexus@rvib.org.au.

New Training Resource from Western Australia
News flash: “We have Contact!” Training resource now available
“We have contact!” is the third training resource produced by Deafblind Specialist
Services of Senses Foundation (formerly West Australian Deafblind Association
and Royal WA Institute for Blind). “We have contact!” is a sensitive and respectful
approach to interacting effectively with children who are deafblind with other
conditions, eg. CHARGE.
A key underlying principle is acknowledging behaviour as communication.
Strategies presented are also demonstrated with an adult. All examples are from
original Individual Communication Guides (ICG) – videos which demonstrate an
individual's personalised communication system. We are hugely grateful to the

families for giving permission to share their personal ICG resource with others.
This 27 minute open-captioned video/DVD is available in both PAL and NTSC
formats.
Please contact Senses Foundation on reception@senses.asn.au for an order
form for this unique resource.

Communication Strategies
Renwick College at North Rocks near Sydney held a five day event (July 7-11)
event entitled Communication Strategies for Students with Sensory and Multiple
Disabilities, with Sharon Barrey Grassick (Communication Specialist at Senses
Foundation of Western Australia) as keynote speaker and conference leader.
The event drew 66 participants. A follow-up event on designing and
implementing a curriculum, featuring Professor Jan van Dijk, was cancelled due
to his ill health.

World Conference 2007
Good news travels fast, so many readers may already know that Senses
Foundation has won the bid to host the next Deafblind International World
Conference in Western Australia in 2007! Start saving your pennies.

Australian Deafblind Council Office Bearers 2004-6
The ADBC committee consists of Sven Topp, NSW (President), Leah Hobson
(WA), (Vice President); Emma Gordon, (SA)., Peter Minter (NSW) representing
people with deafblindness, Gail Staggs (QLD), parent representative; Cloan
Makgill, New Zealand, and three other members – Mike Steer (NSW), Sharon
Barrey Grassick (WA)(Secretary), and Celestine Hare (VIC) as Legal Officer &
Treasurer.

USA
Sculpture of Helen Keller
A bust of Helen Keller was recently made by Daniel Altshuler, U.S. Sculptor, and
may be view at:
www.arborgate.net/helenkeller.jpg
www.arborgate.net/helenkeller2.jpg
The 3/4 life size bust of Helen Keller may be seen in the clay model on the
special web pages listed above. We will have photographs soon of the bronze
cast mounted on a wood base with a brass plate in Braille (with her name, dates

and “I am not dumb now.”) This bust was made so that blind people can see who
Helen Keller was by touch. Seeing persons can also appreciate the bust.
The Helen Keller bronze bust will be on exhibition at the Perkins School for the
Blind this November during their major event.
If you are interested in purchasing a bronze cast of this bust, please e-mail me at
the address below.
Contact : William Hackney on wmhhackney@earthlink.net

Laos
Can you offer support to this new association?
We are from the Laos Deafblind Association, which has just been established in
the Laos P.D.R in South East Asia. We are a not-for-profit organization with the
purpose of helping deafblind people in Laos to work for themselves and live a
normal life as much as they can. Because our organization is a new NGO we
currently have a problem with getting funding to support our activities and
projects. Right now most of our funds are from local donors, which means they
are very limited.
On the Internet we found that you and your organization have a very long and
strong experience in managing a global organization, which has network
connections across the world. So we would like to request advice and help from
you and your member organizations in managing our project, developing
activities and finding support.
So, if you have any advice or information that could help us please feel free to
write to us at any time. We would appreciate it!
You can contact me at this e-mail address: laoblind@yahoo.com
Thank you
Khouanetyphong. D

East Africa
Penny May Kamau reports:
The sixth regional meeting for educators of the deafblind took place in Kisumu,
Kenya from 7th to 9th June 2004. The meeting brought together teachers,
Headteachers and District Education Officers from the ten school programmes
for the deafblind in the East Africa region. Also participating were parents, and
officials from Ministries of Education and Social Services. The aim of the meeting

was to review the school programmes and to make new work plans for the
coming year.
From reports presented by the school programmes, there were a number of key
issues that arose, these included, for example, need for training in family
counselling.

Access to counselling
Many deafblind children are now being identified and teachers are finding
themselves increasingly taking on the role of counsellor in many situations.
Specialised counselling services are not widely available in East Africa but it is
an area that needs urgent attention.

Free Primary Education
The access to free primary education also generated a lot of discussions. Kenya
has recently implemented a policy of free primary education but for deafblind
children the options are few. Specialised services cannot be provided in every
local primary school and in most cases residential school is the only option (all
deafblind programmes except one are attached to residential schools for the
deaf) and with this there are cost implications.
During the discussions the Ministry of Education was challenged to look into this
issue and see to it that deafblind children also get access to free education.

Teacher supply
In Uganda and Tanzania the lack of teachers was a major issue, this is mainly
due to the increase in the number of deafblind pupils who are being identified
and lack of funds to employ more teachers.
In Uganda there is also no special policy on teacher pupil ratio for deafblind
pupils and this needs to be addressed. Ministries in both countries have
promised to post more teachers where possible

Congratulations Kenya!
In Kenya the situation is much better as the ministry of education have ensured
that programmes for the deafblind are well staffed. The teacher pupil ratio in
Kenya is one teacher to two pupils or in some cases one to one, the Ministry
needs to be congratulated for this!

Vocational Training
Another theme for this meeting was vocational training and transition, and on the
second day of the meeting all participants visited Sikri Vocational Training Centre
where deafblind students learn alongside blind and deaf students.
After a tour of the centre to see at first hand the training offered, participants had
the opportunity for further discussions touching on training and transition to adult
life.
The Association of Swedish Deafblind (FSDB) in co-operation with the Christoffel
Blinden Mission (CBM) have been working to develop services for the deafblind
in East Africa since 1985. In 1997 FSDB employed a rehabilitation officer, who
has been working to develop a model for transition and support to deafblind
persons who have completed their training. This model which has been
developed entirely from the African perspective, is community based and aims at
preparing the deafblind person, their families and respective communities. In the
best possible way in order to give the best quality of life for all.

Participation from the Ministry and a conference in 2005
During the meeting the official from the Ministry of Social Service took a very
active role in the discussions, and it is hoped that government can take over
more responsibility for these services in the future. In order to carry this process
a step further, FSDB will host a conference in co-operation with CBM and the
Ministry of Social Services early next year which will focus on rehabilitation
services for deafblind persons.

Sweden
Mullsjö 2004 – A holiday to remember!
Colin Bennett had a time to remember when he joined the European
Deafblind Holiday when it was hosted by the Association of the
Swedish Deafblind in southern Sweden last summer. Colin really
enjoys meeting people and seems to relish the perils of travelling
alone in new places. This article is like reading his diary, as, with
plenty of personal asides, he recounts his adventures across Europe
…
I felt all the old thrill of travelling as I waited at Victoria Coach Station in London
for the bus to Amsterdam in the Netherlands. It was late June 2004 and I was
going to the annual European Deafblind Holiday, organised this year by the
Association of the Swedish Deafblind (FSDB), to be held at Mullsjö in southern

Sweden. It was to be held between 5-11 July, so why was I so early and why was
I going by bus and via Amsterdam?
Well, I had a free return ticket to that city (why? is another story!) and as I
intended to spend some time in Scandinavia and Finland I decided to buy a
“Scanrail” run-around ticket, valid for any ten days in those countries in July and
August. As an “ancient” person, it cost me £207 which is cheap, considering I
travelled over 5,000 km on fast comfortable trains and ferry boats.
We travelled through the night to Amsterdam, where I had hoped to catch a fast
bus along the coast to Friesland. However, I couldn’t find such a bus so I headed
for the Central Railway Station where I got lost due to the massive rebuilding
work there. Two friendly traffic cops rescued me and I took a train to
Leeuwarden. I managed to find a B and B in a private house and had an
enjoyable night there. I took other trains to Germany, meeting interesting people
on the way, and caught a train from Hamburg up the eastern side of Denmark.
My ticket took me to Puttgarden where my Scanrail ticket began. However, I had
taken the wrong train and found myself heading towards the western side of
Denmark. These things happen if you can’t see a lot! The ticket inspector didn't
make a fuss. There was a very interesting woman in my carriage who was a
radio presenter going home to Flensburg. I had to find a place to stay before
nightfall – when I can see nothing. She used her mobile phone to talk to her
mother and they thought I should get off at Frederice. Well, I had some difficulties
there but ended up spending the night in the Seamen’s Home. It was very nice
and I had a wonderful five-course breakfast.
I was on the “wrong” side of Denmark but I made the most of it and eventually
reached Sweden after many adventures, all of them enjoyable, except perhaps
the night I had to spend outside the main station in Malmö. (Buy me a drink (or
two) when you see me next and I'll tell you all about them.)
Anyway, I arrived at Mullsjö in the rain and found the Folk High School where the
holiday was to be held. I was the first to arrive but Mia, the jolly FSDB organiser,
arrived from Stockholm and we found our rooms which were in pleasant student
blocks. I shared my room with Jan Jakes, the co-ordinator of European Deafblind
Holidays. He made a very good impression on me as he does everyone. We also
met Gunilla, the cook. My father, an old soldier, taught me “Always make friends
with the cook” and I do. For the next week we all had wonderful food: I still dream
about it.
On the Monday, all the participants were there: about 45 deafblind people and 75
communicator/guides and other helpers. I have to say that I enjoyed every
minute and I think we all did. Besides Mia, there were local lads Peter and Leif,
ably assisted by Ingemar and Thorbjörn. The organisation was fine and wellbalanced between trips and free time. It happened to be the wettest summer in
southern Sweden for decades but that didn't bother us. Sunstroke is not a

common cause of death in Sweden and we lost no-one to that cause – although
perhaps there was some foot-rot!
The wettest day was the one when we went to the island of Visingsö in Sweden's
second largest lake, Lake Vättern. We had planned to visit the famous herb
garden there and the Brahe Church. We couldn’t do that but we did visit
Visingsborg Castle and we had a slap-up meal at the local restaurant. The
speciality was a fish called “sik”. I'm sure that sounds better in Swedish.
Other outings were to a local sweet/candy factory, a splendid “canooting” (Leif’s
word for canoeing – I like it !) and a ride on magnificent horses. I disgraced
myself by falling off mine. (Mind you, mine was an “unbroken” wild stallion and I
had no saddle or bridle – well, that’s my version, anyway).
We had useful general planning/discussion meetings every day and a full social
programme every evening.
Very successful was the international indoor sports and quiz competition that we
non-Swedes gracefully allowed the contingent from the Swedish Youth DBU to
win. On Saturday there was a great disco dance with excellent food. The music
was…er… er…”interesting” in style and standard. Sadly, most of us went home
on Sunday but I’m sure many of us had made lasting friendships.
However, I left on Monday for a big trip starting with the journey to Stockholm
and then an 18-hour 1300+ km rail journey to Kiruna in the far North. I then spent
time in Finland, visiting the farms where I had worked 40 years ago (I had a
whale of a time) and then home by train, bus and ship to Calais and then over
the Channel. That’s a big story! I was away a month.
Colin Bennett
Hove, Sussex, UK
colinbbennett@onetel.com
In any communication please use black font if you can!

Scotland
Voyager Princess – an amazing and moving production

Expressions Unlimited brought together deafblind and non-disabled
artists from Italy, Croatia, Slovakia, Scotland and Greece and the
work was professionally staged in Glasgow, Scotland this Autumn.
Our theatre critic reports:
The auditorium was in darkness as we made out way to our seats. Once inside
and settled we could see and feel the atmosphere. Beyond us on the stage was
a tall ship with magnificent sails. Already it felt as though we were looking
through a spyglass, back in time, across a beautiful sea and into the past.
The operatic drama “Voyager Princess” was superbly produced and directed with
the entire cast giving utterly convincing performances. The lead young lovers
were entirely believable in their devotion and the supporting roles from Captain
and crew, elegant and studied. The Cabin Boy was perfect.
The setting and all the special effects made it possible for the cast and audience
to experience the excitement and pathos of the story – which the cast and
ensemble had written and developed together over a series of meetings
supported by the EU.

A brief history of DbI
Michael Collins, from Perkins School for the Blind and Immediate
Past President of DbI, prepared this for our Council meeting of
November, 2003. It is a historical summary of the evolution of DbI, for
the orientation of new members. Most of the dates and facts are
substantiated by record or discussion with long-term members.
However, it is possible that there are still some errors in this record.
We would appreciate your feedback and corrections, so that the
record may be corrected.

Pre-Constitution Era
The pre-Constitution era in the story of DbI is what I would refer to as the infancy
of our organization. The roots of our organization go back to the 1950s, when just
a few organizations around the world were beginning to collaborate. Among this
group were organizations and schools such as Condover Hall in the U.K., the
school for the blind in Hannover, Germany, the Institute for Defectology in
Moscow, Michielsgestel in the Netherlands and Perkins Schools for the Blind in
the USA and several schools from the Nordic countries. This group corresponded
by mail, sharing the results, successes and frustrations of their work with
deafblind children and, on rare occasions, managing to visit each other.

It was in 1962 that this group first met for a formal conference, “Teaching DeafBlind Children”, hosted by Condover Hall School near Shrewsbury in the UK. 41
people attended this first conference. Subsequent worldwide meetings were held
during the ‘60s in the Aarlborg School in Denmark, and at St. Michielsgestel in
the Netherlands. During this era, nearly all the membership in attendance was
concerned with the education of children who are deafblind, and thus the
emphasis on “education” in the title of the organization.
During the ’70s, world conferences were next hosted by Perkins School for the
Blind in the USA, by Condover Hall once again, and then in Sydney by the
Australian schools serving deafblind children. During the early part of this
decade, the group met officially as a Sub-committee, on the Education of the
Deaf-Blind, of the larger mother organization known as the International Council
for the Education of the Visually Handicapped (today known as ICEVI).
Attendance at conferences was in the 100-200 range. Many more organizations
began to attend meetings, especially from Europe and North America.
It was during the Sydney conference in 1976 that the International Association for
the Education of the Deafblind was officially born, electing Keith Watkins of
Australia as its first Chairman. Membership was strictly individual, at a cost of
about $10 per year, which most members prepaid for four years at the world
meetings. Due to the limited revenue of the organization, the IAEDB had a very
small, mimeographed newsletter of about eight pages. There was literally no
budget for any other activities, so right up though the ’70s the only activities were
the world conferences every three or four years.
The first world conference during the 1980s was hosted by our German
colleagues at the Bildungszentrum fur Taubblinde in Hanover. This meeting I
remember vividly, since it was my first exposure to an international professional
environment. I remember clearly the sense of awe and delight I felt at being in a
week-long meeting in which all of us, from the corners of the globe, understood
each other and spoke the same professional language, since we were all
concerned with the education of children who are deafblind. This conference was
early enough that most of the Founding Fathers of our field were still very much
in attendance, and influencing future directions of the organization. The
organization was still very Euro-centric and North American. It is important to
remember that not very many participants were coming from developing
countries. It is estimated that, in this era, fewer than 250 deafblind children were
being served in 11 developing countries, worldwide. A few of these members
managed to attend the very next world conference in New York City, in 1984,
which was hosted by the New York Institute for the Blind.

The Constitution Era
It was during the world conference held in Poitiers, France, in 1987, that the
obvious rapid growth of our organization prompted us to more fully develop and

establish a constitution under which we could function in the future. A committee
was appointed for this purpose. Bryndis Viglundsdottir of Iceland, with assistance
from Rodney Clark of the UK, our Secretary at the time, drafted a constitution
which was presented to our Executive Committee and approved in Madrid in
1997, later to be ratified at our world meeting in Cordoba, Argentina in 1999.
A few significant changes in the makeup and focus of our organization came
about as a result of the Constitution. It was decided that IAEDB would no longer
have a sole focus on education, but that we would concern ourselves with
service delivery to the full spectrum of deafblind people, from infancy through
adulthood. It was consequently determined that members need not be only
teachers concerned with education, but may also be a great variety of people
interested in deafblind services, including, but not limited to, administrators,
clinical specialists, family members, rehabilitation and adult services workers,
and deafblind people themselves. This decision has resulted in the rapid
expansion of membership and a great growth in the scope of topics covered
within our meetings and conferences.
It was similarly determined during the 1980’s that IAEDB must begin to take
steps to expand itself into a truly worldwide organization, by encouraging
development of services and participation of members from the developing world,
especially in Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, Latin America and Eastern Europe.
Over the next few years, international efforts were founded within organizations
such as the Swedish Federation of the Deafblind, Christoffel-Blindenmission, the
Hilton/Perkins Program and Sense International. The support of such
organizations resulted in significant expanded participation from all corners of the
world, beginning with the world conference in Orebro, Sweden, in 1991, and
continuing through the present day.

The Deafblind International Era
It was from 1996 to 1999, during the Presidency of Marjaana Suosalmi, that our
organization took on its current configuration. She appointed a Strategic Planning
Task Force, comprised of several leaders of the field, who studied the nature of
the organization and recommended several changes in our structure. The
recommendations of the task force were presented for the ratification of the
membership at the world meeting in Lisbon, Portugal, in 1999. Many important
changes resulted from this reorganization. The IAEDB was reborn as Deafblind
International, a name which the membership felt more accurately represents the
array of issues and services we represent in the current era. We reinvented the
organizational structure of the association, recognizing that we are essentially an
organization with a strong network sub-structure, in which people of common
interests meet and interact more frequently between conferences. We
established a new governance structure, in which the former Executive
Committee was dissolved and a Council and a Management Committee was put
in its place. We established a dues structure for small and large corporate

members, resulting in greatly increased income for our organization. This
increased revenue has resulted in a much greater array of activities and efforts
that we can support, including a modern, state-of-the-art magazine and web
page.
Today, DbI represents programs and services for thousands of deafblind people
around the globe. We have evolved into a mature, broadbased professional
organization. During the ’80s we were able to initiate regional conferences in
Europe, the first of which was held in Brugge in 1986. Five of these have been
held to date, with participation having increased from about 300 to now over 500
attendees. We held our first Asian conference in Ahmedabad, in 2000, in
conjunction with a regional conference of ICEVI. The next of these will occur in
Nepal, in 2004, and others are expected in other developing regions of the world
in the future. Several of our networks now hold their own smaller meetings and
conferences on topical themes, and some of these have as many as 200
attendees. Our membership now includes professionally active persons from
places as diverse as Cuba, Tanzania, Indonesia, Nepal, China and the Ukraine.
The growth and expansion of our organization in the coming decades is limited
only by the limits of our imagination.

Deafblind International Conferences
World Conferences Attendance
1962 Condover Hall, Shrewsbury, UK 41
1965 Kalundborg, Denmark
62
1968 Sint Michielsgestel, Netherlands
1971 Perkins School, Boston, USA
1974 Condover Hall, Shrewsbury, UK 112
1976 Sydney, Australia 230
1980 Hannover, Germany
176
1984 New York, USA
1987 Poitiers, France
400
1991 Orebro, Sweden
450
1995 Cordoba, Argentina 350
1999 Lisbon, Portugal
652
2003 Toronto, Canada 555
Regional Conferences
1986 Brugge, Belgium
1989 Warwick, UK 380
1993 Potsdam, Germany 370
1997 Madrid, Spain
420
2000 Ahmedabad, India 300+
2001 Noordwijkerhout, Netherlands
530

1st International Virtual Congress on Deafblindness in Spanish
Dates: 1st April to 31st May 2004

Organization:
Organized by APASCIDE (Spanish Association of Parents of Deafblind Persons);
APSOCECAT (Catalan Association of Parents of Deafblind Persons); Hilton
Perkins (Latin America); Sense International (Latin America) and the Spanish
World Forum on Deafblindness under the honour presidency of HHMM Sofia,
Queen of Spain.

Some numbers
There were more than 600 subscriptions from schools and training centres all
over the world, with a single subscription for all its professionals.
90 high quality papers in Spanish from many countries were displayed in 9 virtual
classrooms.

Technological platform of the congress
The congress was hosted by the UOC (Open University of Catalonia –
www.uoc.edu) under the program “Campus for Peace” on development and
volunteers. The UOC has 30,000 “virtual” students and the platform is validated
for individuals with visual impairments.

Conclusions and evaluation
This is the first virtual congress on the topic of deafblindness. The low level of
people’s knowledge of computers and the internet was a handicap, and the UOC
worked hard on individual support and technical help.
A resulting benefit of the congress is the translation, into a Spanish edition, of the
excellent CD-Rom “Child-Guided Strategies for Assessing Children Who Are
Deafblind or Have Multiple Disabilities” by Dr. Jan Van Dijk and Catherine
Nelson.
From the scientific point of view, some papers achieved an honourable mention
for their discovery and innovation in “social research”, “evaluation methods”

amongst other things. The quantity and quality of the papers caught the
imagination of the Spanish deafblind world.
This success was achieved thanks to Spanish being the official language
(English is a barrier for us) and the virtual modality (time and money is other
barrier).
A virtual congress may seem distant and unfeeling because of the loss of human
relationships, but the “chat” function of the Campus allowed everybody to be in
contact with each other.
The evaluations indicate that everybody has the intention to take part in the next
virtual congress.
Ricard López
1st International Virtual Congress on Deafblindness in Spanish
e-mail: talking3@teleline.es

Helen Keller International Award exhibits in Glasgow
Art competition about deafblindness to showcase entries at Collins
Gallery
The Helen Keller International Award returns to Glasgow, exhibiting at the Collins
Gallery Glasgow, from 8 January until 12 February 2005. With over 170 entries
received, the contest for the trophy and £1000 prize should be strong and it is
down to a group of judges to decide on the shortlist and winner. Judging takes
place at the start of the exhibition’s 5 week run, giving visitors a chance to
discover if their favourite is among the 6 shortlisted works. The winner is
announced at an awards ceremony in the gallery on January 31st.
Run by Sense Scotland since 1992, the competition is open to any artist, with the
only criterion being that work submitted must be on the subject of deafblindness.
Sense Scotland supports children and adults who face challenges every day of
their lives due to deafblindness, sensory impairment, physical or learning
disability. The award’s international status is a huge part of its success.
“With entries from across the UK and country’s including Switzerland, Serbia and
Montenegro, Hungary, Russia, USA, Israel and Germany, the Helen Keller
International Award demonstrates a worldwide understanding of deafblindness,”
explains Gillian Morbey, Chief Executive at Sense Scotland. “The competition’s
success also highlights the importance of art as a vehicle for communication and
self-expression. I know from past shows that the diversity and quality of work
make this a fantastic exhibition.”

Venue:
Collins Gallery, University of Strathclyde, 22 Richmond Street, Glasgow G1 1XQ
Dates: 8 January to 12 February 2005
Telephone: 0141 548 2558
Opening hours:
Mon-Fri 10am-5pm
Sat 12noon-4pm Sundays-Closed
Free entry. Wheelchair entry on Richmond Street. NCP car park off Montrose
Street.
For more information about the Helen Keller International Award or the Sense
Scotland arts programme, contact:
Lindsay Mitchell, Arts Manager Mobile: 07974 943898
Email: arts@sensescotland.org.uk
Web: www.sensescotland.org.uk/helenkeller
For information contact Graeme Thomson, Communications Officer:
Email: gthomson@sensescotland.org.uk

‘We have contact!’
‘We have contact!’ is the third training resource produced by Senses Foundation
(formerly West Australian Deafblind Association and Royal WA Institute for
Blind). ‘We have contact!’ is a sensitive and respectful approach to interacting
effectively with children who are deafblind with other conditions, eg. CHARGE.
A key underlying principle is acknowledging behaviour as communication.
Strategies presented are also demonstrated with an adult. All examples are from
original Individual Communication Guides (ICG) – videos which demonstrate an
individual’s personalised communication system. We are hugely grateful to the
families for giving permission to share their personal ICG resource with others.
This 27 minute open-captioned video/DVD is available in both PAL and NTSC
formats.
Please contact Senses Foundation on: reception@senses.asn.au for an order
form.

DbI Awards 2005
Nominations are being sought for the DbI Distinguished Service Award to be
presented at the DbI European Conference in Slovakia in August 2005.

The Distinguished Service Award is presented to people who have significantly
contributed to the deafblind field, or DbI, internationally. These awards are
presented at any Regional or World Conference. Since 1987 there have been 18
winners of this award.

Nominations
The Management Committee has appointed Bernadette Kappen and Anny
Koppen to be the Awards Committee. All communication on this subject should
be sent to them via email:
Bernadette Kappen: bmk@obs.org
Anny Koppen: anny.koppen@statped.no
The deadline for nominations is 31st March 2005.
To nominate someone please submit a brief summary giving details of who you
are nominating and why. You must also attach a biography of that person. This
information must be sent to Bernadette and Anny by 28th February 2005 at the
latest.

Network Co-ordinators required!
DbI’s most important way of communicating its ideas and generating new ones is
through its networking capacity. The Networks are able to bring members
together from around the world so they can share their interests with each other
and, at the same time, feel professionally supported through this type of contact.
At the moment we have two Networks that are in need of a new co-ordinator to
provide a focus for members who are interested in developing their ideas in
these areas!

Staff Development and Employment
Both staff development and employment are really significant for DbI
membership and there is a lot of interest out there. If you are a member already
or you have an interest and a little time to spare we would invite you to volunteer
your services.
Please get in touch with Anny Koppen – thank you!

“Our right to be deafblind with full participation in society”
Tampere, Finland June 3-7, 2005
The Finnish Deafblind Association, together with the World Federation of the
Deafblind, will arrange the 8th Helen Keller World Conference and the 2nd
General Assembly of the WFDB at Tampere in June 3-7, 2005.
Hundreds of deafblind people from all around the world will gather together at
Tampere to share experiences and information. Professionals working within the
field of deafblindness will meet and examine the latest innovations. The
conference theme will be manifested in many sessions, workshops and
exhibitions at Tampere Hall. The diversity of deafblindness will be celebrated in
special occasions during the conference. There will be discussions about the
rights of deafblind people to, eg communication, information, education,
employment and self-expression.

Official language
The official language of the conference is English. There will be interpretation in
International Sign.
Registration fees by 31.3.2005/after 31.3.2005
Deafblind participants, their interpreters, guides, assistants or family members
per person 200€/250€
Professionals 250€/300€
One-day registration 125€/150€ (available for Friday, Saturday or Sunday)
Registration fee will include the conference programme, daily lunch and two daily
coffees/teas.
Also the Evening Programme is included in registration fee. The Evening
Programme consists of
Get-Together Party on June 2nd, Tampere City Reception on June 3rd and the
Finnish Evening on the Viikinsaari Island on June 6th. During the conference
there will also be art exhibitions of and for deafblind people to sense and
experience at the Tampere Hall.

Accommodation
It is possible to make reservation for accommodation in the registration form.
Registration will begin in November-December 2004. Tampere Conference
Bureau will assist participants with registration and accommodation. Special
rates are available for conference participants at several Tampere hotels.

Price for a single room for one night (including breakfast) will vary from €55 to
€105 and price for a double room from €55 to €109. Most of the hotels are
located within a walking distance from the conference venue, Tampere Hall.
Information about the largest conference venue in the Nordic countries is
available at: www.tampere-talo.fi/english.
More information about the 8th Helen Keller World Conference, also abstract
proposals and applications for travel subsidies:
Päivi Rissanen, Project Co-ordinator
P.O. Box 40, 00030 IIRIS, Finland
tel. +358-40-753 2026, fax: +358-9-5495 3517
e-mail: paivi.rissanen@kuurosokeat.fi
www.helenkeller2005.com

More information about the 2nd General Assembly of the WFDB
Charlotta Göller, International Secretary
WFDB c/o FSDB, SE-122 88 Eskede, Sweden
tel. +46-8-39 9155, fax: +46-8-659 5042
e-mail: lotta@wfdb.org
www.wfdb.org

REGISTER NOW!
The 6th DbI European Conference
August 2nd – 7th 2005 in Pre˘sov, Slovakia
If you have not already registered please do so as soon as possible.
Visit – http://www.dbiconference.sk
or email conference@dbiconference.sk
THE AIM of this conference is to address the challenge of making deafblindness
and deafblind people more visible – and to provide participants with better
resources to develop their work. The Scientific Committee has designed a format
that will help participants to address more deeply a specific topic and enable
exchanges and collaboration with colleagues on this topic throughout the
conference. Each participant will attend a mini-conference (a stream) along with
the plenary sessions and free paper presentations. The streams are:
•
•
•

Acquired Deafblindness
Charge Syndrome
Communication

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Congenital Deafblind Adults
Early Intervention
Educating Children
Elderly
Employment
Interpreter development
Families
Leisure and play
Service development
Staff development
Usher

For all information about this conference please visit http://www.dbiconference.sk
or contact the Conference Secretariat:
A&D Global Business Relations – Attn: Anna Misinova
P.O. Box 208, Nam. legionarov 5, 080 01 Presov, Slovakia
Email: conference@dbiconference.sk; Tel/Fax: +421 51 7582 485

The UN Convention and Education
Lex Grandía brings us up to date on the important work at the UN and
gives us a flavour of the difficulties encountered in getting the needs
of deafblind children and young people recognised.
In the last issue of Dbi Review, I gave a short report on my work at the United
Nations, on an international convention on the rights of persons with disabilities.
Here, I want to give a concrete example to show you what is going on. There
have been major developments in the field of education. We all know that in the
beginning of the 1990’s we spoke about mainstream education and integration
into the mainstream. These terms are now out of date.
It was felt, that as the term “mainstream” suggests, that there is another part left
behind, that is not mainstream and not equal. It was also felt, that “integration”
meant that the student, a child or an adult, has to adapt her or himself to the
education system, and the classroom, to be able to participate.
Now the newer term “inclusive education” has become widespread. It means,
that the education system, the classroom, has to be adapted to make it possible
for every student to participate.

Agreeing a form of words!
One of the side-effects of the work on the convention, where many different
disability organisations are involved, is, that the organisations have to try to
agree on all articles, before going into the process of negotiations with the
member states.
Organisations like Inclusion International and Disabled People International do
not see any reason why some disabled people want to receive special education
in special schools. They are very much against this as they are fighting hard to
get inclusive education fully realised.
The World Blind Union, The World Federation of the Deaf and the World
Federation of the DeafBlind (WFDB) are not against inclusion. As representative
of the WFDB, I have defended the need of special education and schools,
because of the use of sign language, tactile communication, Braille and mobility.
It looks to me as an impossible and unequal situation for students with
deafblindness, to be put in a classroom, without being able to communicate with
classmates.
The discussions were very emotional, but finally, we managed to get a text, that
we all agree on and that we will be supporting the coming negotiations with the
member states.

Here it is:

Article 17 Education
PARTIES SHALL
1. recognize the right to quality education of all girls, boys, young people, women
and men with disabilities.
2. With a view to achieving this right progressively and on the basis of equal
opportunity for all, the education of people with disabilities shall aim to:
a) Build a society that is inclusive to all persons, including all girls, boys, young
people, women and men with disabilities;
b) Recognize the full development of the human potential and sense of dignity
and self worth, and the strengthening of respect for human rights, fundamental
freedoms and human diversity;
c) Enable all persons with disabilities to participate fully and effectively in a free
and inclusive society;

d) Support the development of the individual's personality, talents and abilities to
his or her fullest potential;
e) Recognize and supporting individual learning needs;
3. STATES PARTIES SHALL
ensure that:
a) all (girls, boys, young people, women and men) with disabilities have access
to inclusive and accessible education in their own community, including access to
early childhood intervention and pre-school education;
b) the full and effective participation of persons with disabilities, through the
provision of required support, including the specialized training of teachers and
other educational means and staff, pre- and in-service training of regular,
specialized and support teachers, an accessible curriculum, accessible teaching
medium and materials, appropriate assistive devices, alternative and
augmentative communication means and modes, sign language, alternative
learning strategies, universally accessible built environment or other reasonable
accommodations;
c) no child with disabilities is excluded from free and compulsory primary
education on account of his or her disability;
d) all persons with disabilities shall have access to secondary education,
vocational training, higher education, adult education and lifelong learning on an
equal basis with all others, and to that end appropriate assistance and
reasonable accommodation needs to be provided;
e) no person with disabilities shall be required to undergo any medical treatment
or intervention to correct, improve or alleviate any impairment, or any actual or
perceived disability, as a condition of inclusive and full quality education;
f) Students with disabilities are explicitly included in all national education and
implementation plans, and that the same standards, objectives and curriculum
are provided for persons with disabilities as for all other students in the general
education system;
4. STATES PARTIES SHALL
ensure quality education for deaf, deafblind, blind, and partially sighted children
and young persons:
a) Deaf and deafblind children and young persons have the right to receive
education in their own language, in their own groups and to become bilingual in
sign language and their national spoken and written language, learn additional
foreign languages, both signed and spoken/written, have legislative,
administrative, political and other measures taken by States’ Parties to provide

quality education using sign language, thereby ensuring the employment of deaf
teachers and hearing teachers who are fluent in sign language;
b) Blind, partially sighted and deafblind children and young persons, have the
right to receive education in special schools or special classes for blind, partially
sighted or deafblind children, to gain literacy skills, and to study a wide
curriculum, including mathematics, geography and chemistry, with learning
materials in Braille and/or through alternative formats including assistive devises,
be provided with daily life skills and mobility training in parallel with the class
room education, in order to gain full independence and freedom, to receive an
education provided by teachers with competence to teach communication skills
and who have received training relevant to the specific needs of blind, partially
sighted and deafblind children and young persons.

It’s not the end
What states probably do not want, is the mentioning of Deaf, Blind and Deafblind
people and they probably want to shorten it, but we will see!
For those who are interested in the developments, here is a website that is
updated regularly:
www.un.org/esa/socdev/ENABLE/RIGHTS/ADHC4ngos.HTM
Lex Grandía

Management Committee News
The DbI Management Committee meeting was held on 31st October and 1st
November 2004. Many issues were discussed, including details of the
forthcoming European Conference in Slovakia in 2005, results of the Network
Survey and future DbI Publications.
If you wish to request a full copy of the Management Committee minutes, please
contact the Secretariat at secretariat@
deafblindinternational.org
The major DbI events coming up are:
The sixth DbI European Conference will be held from 2nd – 7th August 2005 in
Pre˘sov, Slovakia. It is now possible to register online for the conference. Full
details are available on the conference website: http://www.dbiconference.sk.
We look forward to receiving those registrations!
The DbI Asia conference that was due to take place in Nepal in November 2004,
has been postponed as a result of the unsettled situation in the country. The DbI

Management Committee is exploring options in the region to host an Asia
conference in early 2006. We will keep you informed of all developments.
The next DbI World Conference will be held in Australia in 2007.

Membership Update
The Secretariat has been working closely on monitoring the membership
payments and we have received a high number of renewals for this year. Some
members have taken advantage of the reduced membership fee for four years.
Members are advised to renew your membership, if you have not done so
already. Please quote your specially assigned membership number in all
communications.
There are 620 members, including 47 corporate members, from over 79 different
countries.
We are happy to announce our new Small Corporate Members: ‘Netherlands
Knowledge Center for Deafblindness’, ‘Visio Het Loo Erf LSSB’, ‘Kalorama’ and
‘Bartimeus’ from Netherlands, ‘Shikshit Yuva Seva Samiti’ India, ‘National Centre
for Deafblind Issues’ Sweden, ‘Anne Sullivan Centre’ Ireland ‘SZB Tuabblinden’
Switzerland, and ‘Danish Parents Association’ Denmark.
If you know of any organisation that may be interested to join DbI as a corporate
member, please pass on their details to the Secretariat now!
If you have any queries regarding the status of your membership, please do not
hesitate to contact secretariat at secretariat@deafblindinternational.org

The DbI Secretariat
Since moving the DbI Secretariat to India, much work has gone into further
streamlining the systems so as to ensure an even better service.
Membership reminders for the next year will be sent soon to all Corporate and
Individual members. Encourage your friends and colleagues to sign up as
individual members of DbI.
The circulation for the last issue of DbI Review was coordinated by the
Secretariat in India. If you did not receive your copy, please contact us.
If you have any queries regarding your current membership or would like to
complete the membership form via email, please contact Sumitra at:
secretariat@deafblindinternational.org or post your query:
DbI Secretariat,
Post Box No: 9601, Janakpuri,

New Delhi – 110058, INDIA.

DbI is a vital network for all involved in the field of deafblindness. In order to best
serve our members, it is crucial that we raise sufficient funds through fees to
finance our basic activities. With this in mind, there is a Corporate as well as an
Individual membership form for you to fill in. Please encourage as many people
as possible to join.
Non-Voting Members consist of individuals, national networks and nonsubscribing Corporates. Non-voting members can contribute to the decision
making process of DbI through either a corporate member or an international
network. Non-voting members will receive a copy of DbI Review and other
relevant DbI information.
Non-voting membership costs d 30 a year or a discounted d 100 for
four years.
Voting Members are the representatives of corporate members who have paid
their subscription fees, and the representatives of recognised DbI networks.
There are now two tiers of Corporate Membership:
Large Corporates:
Annual Fees between d3,000 and d 5,000
Small Corporates:
Annual Fees between d 300 and d 1,500
Corporate Members can be nominated to sit on the Council.

DbI Membership
Deafblind International Individual Membership
I would like to join DbI as an individual member
I would like to renew my DbI individual membership
Member details
Membership No.
Title Surname
First name
Organisation
Job Title
Address (Line 1)
Address (Line 2)
Town/City
State/County
Zip/Post Code
Country
Telephone no.
Fax no.

(Please include country and area codes)
E-mail address:
Are you:
a deafblind person – a family member
a professional
Does your organisation work primarily for/with:
blind people deaf people deafblind people
disabled people other (please specify)
Your contact details will be made available to DbI members for DbI purposes but
will not be made available for commercial purposes.
DbI Review (please check one box in each category)
A. I would prefer to receive DbI Review in:
English Spanish
B. I would prefer to receive DbI Review on: paper disk*
(The disk version of DbI Review is supplied in text only format, on floppy disk)
Membership Fee please tick where appropriate
I wish to pay an annual membership fee of d30
I wish to pay for 4 years’ membership at the discounted rate of d100
Please waive my membership fee as I am unable to pay it at present

Corporate Membership
There are two tiers of Corporate Membership:
Large corporates
Annual fees between d 3,000 and d 5,000
Small corporates
Annual fees between d 300 and d 1,500
We would like to join DbI as a Large/Small
Corporate Member (please delete as appropriate)
We submit an annual fee of d
Corporate members are entitled to receive
up to 25 copies of DbI Review. We would like
Spanish
(delete as appropriate)
Member Details:
Organisation
Representative
Address (Line 1)
Address (Line 2)
Town/City
State/County
Zip/Post Code
Country
Tel:
(please include country & area codes)
Fax:

copies in

English

(please include country & area codes)
Email:

How to pay?
In order to enable us to put your entire membership fee to use, we would kindly
ask you to avoid sending us cheques as much as possible. By arranging your fee
via bank transfer, we are able to keep banking charges to a minimum, thereby
increasing the value of your membership fee. Naturally, for those of you who do
not have access to this facility, we will be delighted to accept your fee by credit
card, cheque or in cash. However, if it is really not possible for you to pay by
bank transfer and you do have to pay by cheque or credit card, maybe you could
do so for four years instead of just the one.
Payment method
Bank Transfer
Credit Card
Cheque
A) Payment by Bank Transfer
If paying by bank transfer, please make payment to the following account:
Name of Bank:
RABOBANK
Address of Bank: Sint-Michielsgestel, The Netherlands
Account Name:
Instituut voor Doven: INZAKE DBI
Account Number: 11.29.09.825
Swift Address:
RABONL2U
IBAN: NL31 RABO 0112 9098 25
Date of Bank Transfer:
Please quote the Swift Address and IBAN number in your instructions for Bank
Transfer (If this is impossible and you have to send a cheque or international
postal order then please contact us)
B) Payment by Credit Card
Card type: VISA
American Express
Mastercard
Card no:
Expiry date
Name on card:
Please note that credit card payments are made to Sense who then credits DbI.
C) Payment by cheque
If paying by cheque, please make cheques payable to ‘Deafblind International’
and send to the address given below. If paying by Eurocheque, please make out
cheque in euros.
Please fax this whole page to 91-11-25618430 or return to:
The Secretariat, Deafblind International, Post Box No 9601, Janakpuri, New
Delhi – 110058, INDIA.

DbI Deafblind International
The World Association Promoting Services for Deafblind People

Small Corporate Members
AUSTRALIA
Celestine Hare
The Deafblind Association
Tel: +61 - 3 - 9882 7055
Fax: +61 - 3 - 9882 9210
Email: dba@internex.net.au
c.hare@dba.asn.au
Alan Baynham
Royal Institute for Deaf and Blind Children
Tel: +61 - 2 - 9872 0316
Fax: +61 - 2 - 9873 3870
Email: alan.baynham@ridbc.org.au
John Finch
Australian DeafBlind Council (ADBC)
Tel: +61 -04 - 2743 5243
Fax: +61 - 3 - 9882 9210
Email: dba@internex.net.au
jfinch2@vtown.com.au
Sandy Joint
Deafblind Association of Queensland
Tel: +61-7-3831-4507
Fax: +61-7-3393-0994
Email: sandy.joint@qed.qld.gov.au
Debbie Karasinski
Senses Foundation Inc
Tel: +61 - 8 - 9272 1122
Fax: +61 - 8 - 9272 6600
Email: dkarasinski@senses.asn.au
AUSTRIA
Christa Heinemann
Osterr. Hilfswerk fur Taubblinde
Tel: +43 - 1 - 602 0812 0

Fax: +43 - 1 - 602 0812 17
BELGIUM
Marlene Daelman
MPI Spermalie
Tel: +32 - 50 - 340 341
Fax: +32 - 50 - 337 306
Email: Marlene.daelman@mpi-spermalie.be
CANADA
Edward Abela
Independent Living Residences for the Deafblind in Ontario
Tel: +1 - 905 - 770 4948
Fax: +1 - 905 - 770 0598
Email: ilrdbo@sympatico.ca
Stan Munroe
Canadian Deafblind and Rubella Association
Tel: +1 - 519 - 372 0887
Fax: +1 - 519 - 372 0312
Email: stan.munroe@sympatico.ca
Joan Brintnell
The Lions McInnes House
Tel: +51 - 9 - 752 6450
Fax: +51 - 9 - 752 9049
Email: mcinnef@on.aibn.com
DENMARK
Birthe Laustrup
National Centre for Congenital Deafblind
Tel: +45 - 98 - 155313
Fax: +45 - 98 - 155323
Email: laustrup@vcdbf.nja.dk
Erik Thorsen
Nordic Staff Training Centre for Deafblind Services
Tel: +45 - 96 - 47 16 00
Fax: +45 - 96 - 47 16 16
Email: nud@nud.dk
Henrik Otteson
Videnscentret for Dovblindblevne
Tel: +45 - 44856030
Fax: +45 - 44856099
Email: dbcent@dbcent.dk

Preben Gundersen
Dovblindcentret
Tel: +45 - 99 - 31 89 00
Fax: +45 - 99 - 14 73 44
Email: prgu@dbc.nja.dk
Lone Poggioni
Danish Parents Association
Tel:+45-75-139 537
Fax:+45-75-139 524
Email: lone@klatterup.dk
FINLAND
Heikki Majava
The Finnish Deafblind Association
Tel: +358 - 9 - 54 95 35 18
Fax: +358 - 9 - 54 95 35 17
Email: kuurosokeat@kuurosokeat.fi
heikki.Majava@kuurosokeat.fi
Eeva-Marja Loukola
The Service Foundation for the Deaf
Tel: +358 - 9 - 58 031
Fax: +358 - 9 - 580 3657
Email: kuurojan.palvelusaatio@deaf-serv.fi
IRELAND
Finola Loughney
The Anne Sullivan Centre
Tel:+353-1-289 8339
Fax:+353-1-289 8408
Email: annesullivancentre@eircom.net
INDIA
Bhushan Punani
Blind People's Association
Tel: +91 - 79 - 630 3346
Fax: +91 - 79 - 630 0106
Email: blinabad1@sancharnet.in
Gopal Krishna Agrawal
Shikshit Yuva Sewa Samiti
Tel:+91-05542-242280
Email: syssbst@sify.com
NETHERLANDS

Bernard de Vries
Visio Het Loo Erf, LSSB
Tel: +31 - 35 - 68 85 711
Fax: +31 - 35 - 68 38 456
Email: info@visio.nl
bernard.devries@looerf.nl
Christoph Marthaler
Netherlands Knowledge Centre for the Deafblind
Tel: +31-343-442744
Fax: +31-343-443232
Email: Marthaler@deafblind.nl
ch.marthaler@doofblind.nl
Marlies Raemaekers
Bartimeus
Tel:+31-343-526650
Fax:+31-343-526798
Email: m.raemaekers@bartimeus.nl
Pieter Hermsen
Kalorama
Tel:+31 24 684 77 77
Fax:+31024 684 77 88
Email: p.hermsen@kalorama.nl
KENYA
Geoffrey Atieli
Sense International
Tel: 254 - 722 - 245861
Fax: (00254)- 20 - 782597
Email: geoffreya@senseint-ea.org
NORWAY
Evabritt Andreassen
Regional Resource Centre for Deafblind/VKS
Tel: 0047 - 55 - 92 34 85
Fax: 0047 - 55 - 92 34 91
Email: evabritt.andreassen@statped.no
Tonhild Strand Hauge
Skadalen Resource Centre
Tel: +47 - 22 - 703 700
Fax: +47 - 22 - 703 701
Email: tonhild.s.hauge@statped.no

Knut Johansen
Andebu Dovblindesenter
Tel: +47 - 33 - 438700
Fax: +47 - 33 - 438720
Email:adb@signo.org
knut.johansen@signo.no
SINGAPORE
Koh Poh Kwang
Singapore School for the Visually Handicapped
Tel: +65 - 2503755
Fax: +65 - 2505348
Email: kohpohkwang@ssvh.edu.sg
SOUTH AFRICA
Petrus Butes
Institute for the Blind – Worcester
Tel: +27 - 231 - 22313
Fax: +27 - 231 - 23959
Email: pioneerschool@blind-institute.org.za
William Rowland
South African National Council for the Blind
Tel:+27 - 12 - 3461171
Fax: +27 - 12 - 3461177
Email: rowland@sancb.org.za
SPAIN
Dolores Romero Chacon
APASCIDE
Tel +34 - 91 - 733 52 05
Tel/fax +34 - 91 - 733 40 17
Email: apascide@arrakis.es
SWEDEN
Sven Sjoberg
Association of the Swedish Deafblind (FSDB)
Tel: +46 - 8 - 399000
Fax: +46 - 8 - 6595042
Email: sven@fsdb.org
fsdb@fsdb.org
Lena Hammarstedt
Nationellt Kunskapscenter for Dovblindfragor
+46 87535940, +46738030808
lena.hammarstedt@mogard.se

SWITZERLAND
Barbara Bettenman
Schweizerische Stiftung für Taubblinde, Heim Tanne
Tel: +41 - 1 - 714 71 00
Fax: +41 - 1 - 714 71 10
Email: barbara.bettenmann@tanne.ch
Catherine Woodtli
SZB Taubblinden- und Hˆrsehbehinderten-Beratung (Rehabilitation)
Tel:+ 41 (0) 41 228 62 23
Fax:+ 41 (0) 41 228 62 25
Email: szb.tbbl-cw@zugernet.ch
UNITED KINGDOM
Kate Lockett
Sense East
Tel: +44 - 1778 - 344921
Fax: +44 - 1778 - 380078
Email: kate.lockett@sense.org.uk

Honorary Officers
President
William Green
Lega del Filo D’Oro
Via Montecerno 1
60027 Osimo (AN)
ITALY
Tel: +39 -071 – 72451
Fax: +39 – 071 – 717102
Email: green.lfo@usa.net
Vice-Presidents
Bernadette Kappen
Overbrook School for the Blind
6333 Malvern Avenue
Philadelphia
PA 19151
USA
Tel: +1 – 215 – 877 0313
Fax: +1 – 215 – 877 2466
Email: bmk@obs.org

Graciela Ferioli
Hilton Perkins
Independencia 376
Planta Baja Apto. ‘D’
5000 Cordoba
ARGENTINA
Tel: +54 – 351 – 423 4741
Fax: +54 – 351 – 423 4741
hperkins@cuidad.com.ar
Secretary
Richard Hawkes
Sense International
11 – 13 Clifton Terrace
Finsbury Park
London N4 3SR, UK
Tel: +44 – 20 – 7272 2881
Fax: +44 – 20 – 7272 6012
Email: richard.hawkes @senseinternational.org.uk
Treasurer
Ton Visser
Viataal
Theerestraat 42
5271 GD Sint-Michielsgestel
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 – 73 – 55 88 280
Fax: +31 – 73 – 55 88 239
Email: A.Visser@viataal.nl
Finance Office:
Viataal
Information Officer:
Eileen Boothroyd, Sense
DbI Review Editor:
Eileen Boothroyd, Sense
Email: eileen.boothroyd@sense.org.uk

Large Corporate Members
FRANCE
Jean-Marc Cluet
French Deafblind Consortium
Tel: +33 - 1 - 4627 4810
Fax: +33 - 1 - 4627 5931
Email: a.m.p.s.a@wanadoo.fr
GERMANY
Wolfgang Angermann
German Deafblind Consortium
Tel: +49 - 511 - 510080
Fax: +49 - 511 - 5100857
Email: dtw@topmail.de
Axel Hardenberg
Christoffel-Blindenmission
Tel: +49 - 6251 - 131 247
Fax: +49 - 6251 - 131 165
Email:
axel.hardenberg@cbm-i.org
ITALY
Rossano Bartoli
Lega del Filo d’Oro
Tel: +39 - 071 - 72451
Fax: +39 - 071 - 717102
Email: info@legadelfilodoro.it
NETHERLANDS
Ton Visser
Viataal
Tel: +31 - 73 - 55 88 111
Fax: +31 - 73 - 55 12 157
Email: A.Visser@viataal.nl
PORTUGAL
Antonio Rebelo
Casa Pia de Lisboa
Tel: +351 - 1 - 361 6650
Fax: +351 - 1 - 363 34 48
Email: cpl.educa@mail.telepac.pt
SCOTLAND
Gillian Morbey
Sense Scotland

Tel: +0141-564-2444
Fax: +0141-564-2443
Email: gmorbey@sensescotland.org.uk
SPAIN
Daniel Alvarez Reyes
ONCE
Tel: +34 - 1 - 345 3697
Fax: +34 - 1 - 345 4157
Email: asesorci@once.es
Mrs Dolores Romero Chacon
APASCIDE - Spanish Association of Parents of Deafblind People
Tel: +34-91-733 5208
Fax: +34-91-733 4017
Email: apascide@arrakis.es
SWEDEN
Sergei Sorokin
Resurscenter Mo Gard
Tel: +46 - 122 - 23600
Fax: +46 - 122 - 23690
Email: sergei.sorokin@mogard.se
UK
Tony Best
Sense
Tel: +44 - 20 - 7272 7774
Fax: +44 - 20 - 7272 6012
Email: tony.best@sense.org.uk
USA
Barbara Mason
Perkins School for the Blind
Tel: +1 - 617 - 972 7221
Fax: +1 - 617 - 923 8076
Email: masonb@perkins.pvt.k12.ma.us
Bernadette Kappen
Overbrook School for the Blind
Tel: +1 - 215 - 877 0313
Fax: +1 - 215 - 877 2466
Email: bmk@obs.org

Networks
Acquired Deafblindness Network
c/o Ges Roulstone
Sense East
72, Church Street,
Market Deeping
Lincolnshire, PE68AL
Tel: +01778-344-921
Fax: +01778-380-078
Email: ges.roulstone@sense.org.uk
CHARGE Network
C/o David Brown
California Deafblind Services
5016 Mission Street
San Francisco
CA94112, USA
Tel: +1-415-239-8089
Fax: +1-415-239-0106
Email: davidbrown1234@hotmail.com
dmbrown1@pacbell.net
Communication Network
c/o Jacques Souriau
CRESAM
La Rivardiere
52 rue de la Longerolle
86440 MIGNE-AUXANCES
FRANCE
Tel: +33 - 5 - 49 43 80 50
Fax: +33 - 5 - 49 43 80 51
Email: Jacques.souriau@cresam.org
centre.res@cresam.org
Congenital Deafblindness in Adults Network
c/o Dominique Spriet
30 Rue Barbes
F-93600 Aulnay/Bois
France
Tel: +33 - 1 - 48 69 68 64
Fax: +33 - 1 - 48 69 68 64
Email: spriet.dominique@wanadoo.fr
EDbN
C/o Ricard Lopez
APSOCECAT & APASCIDE

C/ Almeria, 31 ATIC
ESP-08014, Barcelona, Spain
Tel: +34-678-712-619
Fax: +34-678-782-600
Email: talking3@teleline.es
European Usher Syndrome NETWORK (EUSN)
C/o Carol Brill
500 Ballinteer Road, Dundrum
Dublin 16, IRELAND
Tel:+353-1295-1387
Email: doranbri@indigo.ie
Usher Syndrome Study Group (USSG)
c/o Mary Guest
Sense
11 - 13 Clifton Terrace
Finsbury Park
London N4 3SR
UK
Tel: +44 - 20 - 7272 7774
Fax: +44 - 20 - 7272 6012
Email: Mary.Guest@sense.org.uk
Multiply Disabled Visually Impaired European Network
c/o Kent Lundkvist
Ekeskolan Resource Cemtre
Box 9024, S-70009, Orebro
Sweden
Tel: +46 - 19 - 6762 151
Fax: +46 - 19 - 6762 210
Email: kent.lundkvist@sit.se
Nordic Culture Network
C/o Lone Poggioni
Roerkjaersgade 47
DK-6700 Esbjerg
DENMARK
Tel: +45-75-139-537
Fax: +45-75-139-624
Email: lone@klatterup.dk
Tactile Communication Working Group
C/o Bernadette van den Tillaart
15175 Prairie Road
South Solon
OH 43153
USA
Telefax: +1-740-426-6728
Email: bernadettevanden
tillaart@tiscalimail.nl

Siblings Network
Sabine Kersten
c/o Willem van Gentstraat 37
5666GA Geldrop
The Netherlands
Telefax: +31 40 286 38 79
Email: siblingsnetwork@gmx.net
Sabine_Kersten@hotmail.com

